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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
The goal of this document is to define the end-users’ requirements given the operational processes
followed by the civil protections belonging to the end-user group. As shown in The path toward this
goal has been structured in many phases. First, an initial desk analysis was performed in order to
study the organizations and the operational processes of the involved end-users This lead to the
definition of a common framework to allow the requirement mapping and collection, i.e., the IREACT ontology. Using such ontology as a base, the end-users’ needs were initially assessed against
the I-REACT functionalities and collected through an online survey. Next, the International User
Requirement Workshop (IURW) was conducted to consolidate the process gap analysis and to codesign the key elements of the I-REACT solution directly with end-users, which were also supported
by the advisory board members. Finally, from all the aforementioned activities, the end-users’
requirement has been formalized.

Figure 1-1: End-users’ requirement collection process
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1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
The end-user requirement collection process has been structured in several phases
The document is organized as follows:








Chapter 1 is this introduction and description of the document itself;
Chapter 2 provides a general description of the Disaster Risk Management cycle;
Chapter 3 reports the main outcomes of the end-users’ organizations and processes analysis;
Chapter 4 presents the ontology created in order to create a common framework, collect
and map the end-users’ processes and analyse them with respect to the I-REACT solution;
Chapter 5 explains all the activities performed in order to collect the end-user requirements,
starting from the online survey to the International User Requirement workshop, presenting
the methodology and the outcome of each activity;
Chapter 6 reports references from literature.
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1.3 ACRONYMS LIST
AR
C
CP
DRM
DRR
E
EFAS
EFFIS
EIIF
EMS
EO
FR
GEOSS
IURW
SEIS
PA
TS
U
UAV
UI
UX

Augmented Reality
In the gap analysis: Public or Citizens
Civil Protection
Disaster Risk Management
Disaster Risk Reduction
In the gap analysis: everybody
European Flood Awareness System
European Forest Fire Information System
Emergency Information Interoperability Frameworks
Emergency Management Service
Earth Observation
In the gap analysis: first responders
Global Earth Observation System of Systems
International User Requirement Workshop
Shared Environmental Information System
In the gap analysis: Public Authorities
In the gap analysis: Technical Services
In the gap analysis: utilities providers
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
User Interface
User Experience

1.4 REFERENCE AND APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
ID
[RD01]
[RD02]
[RD03]

Title
D1.1_Risk management plan and knowledge
management strategy
I-REACT Project proposal: Grant Agreement – Annex1
D2.3_Report on design of the Big Data Architecture,
Linked Data & Semantic Structure
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Revision

Date
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2 DEFINITION OF DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT CYCLE
Natural hazards are “naturally-occurring physical phenomena caused by either the rapid or slow
onset of events having atmospheric, geologic and hydrologic origins on solar, global, regional,
national or local scales” (UNESCO, 2016). Natural hazards cause emergency situations and are often
followed by disasters. The severity of a disaster relies on how much impact a natural hazard has on
a population and its environment. As for the scale of the impact, it depends on societal choices (e.g.
where and how we build our homes, how our financial system works, what kind of government we
have, what we teach in schools). According to our decisions and actions, we become more
vulnerable to disasters or more resilient to them (UNISDR, 2016).
In order to face these potential natural threats and reduce the vulnerability of economic and social
assets, countries tend to develop Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) strategies. DRR is both “the concept
and practice of reducing disasters risks through systematic efforts to analyse and reduce the causal
factors of disasters” (UNISDR, 2016). Among DRR disciplines, Disaster Risk Management (DRM)
particularly focuses on “sound policy making in prevention, preparedness, response and
reconstruction activities” (European Commission, 2016). In other words, the disaster risk
management strategies can be considered as phases of a continuous cycle of actions taking place
before, during and after/between episodes. The definition of such phases is not homogeneous and
can be more or less detailed. Figure 2.1 shows the definition given by OECD, where the phases can
be defined as follows:

Figure 2.1 Environmental risk management cycle (OECD, 2009, p.63)

Prevention and Mitigation: “prevention expresses the concept and intention to completely avoid
potential adverse impacts through actions taken in advance (e.g. structural measures, land-use
regulations)” (UNISDR, 2016). In this phase no alerts are going on. It is time to organize risk
management, to define operating procedures and to improve self-prevention behaviour.
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Preparedness: “the knowledge and capacities developed by governments, professional response
and recovery organisations, communities and individuals to effectively anticipate the impacts of
likely, imminent hazard events or conditions (e.g. disaster reduction plan, forecast)”. This phase
occurs right before the emergency.
Alert: supported by real-time monitoring and forecasting models, early warnings happens inside the
civil protection and, if required, toward citizens in order to prepare them and put in place primary
defence mechanisms.
Response (also called Emergency or Emergency response): “the provision of emergency services
and public assistance during or immediately after a disaster in order to save lives, reduce health
impacts, ensure public safety and meet the basic subsistence needs of the people affected (e.g. early
warning system, emergency management)” (UNISDR, 2016). The calamity is going on and first
responders are operating in order to contain disasters or damages.
Recovery: “the restoration and improvement where appropriate, of facilities, livelihoods, critical
infrastructures and living conditions of disaster-affected communities, including efforts to reduce
disaster risk factors” (UNISDR, 2016). The peak of the event is ended. Civil protection in this phase
restores base condition of life.
Post Event (also called Post-Emergency or Post-Event or Post-Disaster): when the human live is
restored to normal condition there is time to make deeper analysis and consolidate the lesson
learned, and update the socio-economic and environmental impact assessment.
This systematic process of using administrative directives, organisations, and operational skills and
capacities to implement strategies, policies and improved coping capacities aims to lessen the
adverse impacts of hazards and the possibility of a disaster (UNISDR, 2016). Each phase represents
an opportunity to increase resilience and requires the intervention of specific stakeholders. While
emergency planners deal with preparedness before a disaster and immediate response after an
event, urban planners focus on mitigation and recovery to lessen exposure and enhance resilience
(Masterson et al., 2014). Depending on the country, disaster risk management activities involve,
however, different organisations at various administrative levels, each with their own system and
services leading to different decisions (structural measures vs. non-structural measures). This
fragmentation can complicate the share of relevant information between agencies (e.g. use of
different formats and systems). Administrations need consequently to strengthen their
collaborative work across organizational boundaries whether they are at European, national,
regional or local levels (European Commission, 2013).
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Given the workflow envisaged within I-REACT [RD02] and the differences in the definition of the
emergency management cycle among continents, countries, and even regions, we consider a
simplification over the references OECD definition where:
1. The Preparedness phase includes the early warning activities, because they happen right
before the event, including monitoring;
2. The Response phase include the alerting processes. Within I-REACT we consider the subtle
difference that do exists between a (early) warning and an alert, where the former is used
to notify someone that a problem is close to happen, while the latter is preferred when
the problem has already occurred;
3. The Recovery and the Post Event phases are merged together.
The monitoring activities, e.g., water level measures, together with some forecasting, e.g.,
weather forecasts, happens continuously during all phases of the emergency management
cycle.
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3 ANALYSIS OF THE DRM PROCEDURES AND DATA SOURCES
To better understand our context, we perform a desk analysis about the organizational structure
and the operational processes followed by the I-REACT end-users in dealing with emergency from
natural hazards. Since I-REACT is a data driven project, so also give a contextual view about open
data in Europe with respect to current legal frameworks and standards with a specific focus on
spatial data. Open data identification and ingestion will be the focus of Task 3.3 “Open Data
Integration”.

3.1 DESK ANALYSIS ON PROCESSES OF NATIONAL AND REGIONAL CIVIL
PROTECTION AUTHORITIES
Disaster Risk Management (DRM) can be different depending on size of focus, land and the
operations adopted. First of all, it is necessary to have an overview of the organisation of Civil
Protections (CPs) and of the procedures adopted at different levels:
•
•
•
•

European level;
national level;
regional level;
local level.

Attention was focused on European countries of partner and stakeholders within I-REACT (Figure
3-1).

Figure 3-1 European countries for which emergency management analysis was focused

A desk analysis was performed in order to understand the differences and the similarities among
the different organizations and their operational processes. Such lengthy analysis, which was made
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by collecting public online information has been excluded from the deliverable and has been kept
as internal document.
Table 3-1 list of the organization analysed is shown, indicating the territorial level (European,
National, regional, local), the country, the organization name and the specific focus of the
organization, if any.
The analysis shows that, risk management is carried out by different bodies and internal
structures, which vary between the analysed organizations.

Specifically, in every Member State of the European Union the risk management is implemented
according to the organizational and regulatory constraints, cultural differences, and past
experiences. Also, the scale at which the risk is tackled is an important factor to be taken into
account because it is proportional with the magnitude of the event, i.e., from an international level
up to local realities.
LEVEL
EUROPEAN
NATIONAL

COUNTRIES
Europe
Albania

NATIONAL

Austria

NATIONAL
NATIONAL

Finland
France

NATIONAL

Germany

NATIONAL

Italy

REGIONAL

NATIONAL

Italy
Piedmont
Italy Trentino
Alto Adige
Malta

NATIONAL

Norway

NATIONAL

Poland

REGIONAL

Project: I-REACT
GA No: 700256

ORGANIZATIONS
EU Civil Protection
Structured in two levels: national and local. General
Directorate for Civil Emergency Planning and
Coordination
Prefectures - Prefecture and Municipality of Shkoder
Institute of Geosciences, Environment, water and energy
Ministry of the Interior, Department II/4/a Disaster
Management
Department for Fire, Disaster and Civil protection of each
federal state
Emergency Response Centre Administration
Structured in four levels: national, zonal, departmental
and local.
COGIC (Interministerial Operational Crisis Management
Centre)
COZ (Operational Centre of the Zone)
COD (Departmental Operational Centre)
PCC (Local Command Post)
Structured in two levels: Federal Office of Civil Protection
and Disaster Assistance
German Federal Agency for Technical Relief
Structured in four levels: national, regional, provincial and
municipal.
National level: Civil Protection Department

FOCUS ON
Flood, Forest Fire
Flood, Forest Fire

Protezione Civile e Antincendi Boschivi - Regione
Piemonte
Civil protection department

Hydrogeological, Heat waves,
Forest Fire
Hydro Meteorological

A unique critical infrastructure sector. The core group of
responders includes: Civil Protection Department,
Malta Police Force, Armed Forces of Malta, Pre-Hospital
Heat
Civil Protection Directorate
Civil Defence
Water Management entity NVE
Structured in three levels: national, province and district.
Ministry of the Interior and Administration
Government Centre for Security

Flood, Forest Fire

Floods, Wildfires

Wildfires, Floods
Extreme weather, Flood

Flood

Seismic, Volcanic, Meteo – Hydro,
Tsunami, Wildfires

Flood, Forest Fire

Flood, Forest Fire
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LEVEL

COUNTRIES

NATIONAL

Spain

REGIONAL

Spain
Murcia
Spain
Catalonia
Barcelona
United
Kingdom

REGIONAL
LOCAL
NATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS
National Headquarters of the State Fire Service
Structured in three levels: national, regional and
municipal. Ministry of Interior
Directorate General of Civil Defence and Emergencies
Department of Public Safety and Emergency

FOCUS ON

Civil Protection of Catalonia (CECAT)
Department of Homeland Security / Home Affairs
Barcelona Fire Service
Structured in three levels: national, regional and
municipal. Civil Contingencies Secretariat

Forest fire, Flood

Forest fire, Floods, Earthquakes

Forest fire, Floods, Earthquakes

wildfires
Forest fire, Severe Weather,
Flooding, Drought, Health risk

Table 3-1 Countries analysed and level of focus

Before going on with the analysis, we identified by experience two mistakes to avoid:




search for the 'least common multiple' among different requirements can be not optimal. In
fact, it is useful to collect as much information as possible to describe the complexity and
highlight the differences between end-users;
overlap requirements emerging from technological constraints and opportunities, with those
emerging form domain knowledge. Both are equally important but neither must prevail. We
must therefore find the right balance between ' feasibility ' and ' effectiveness '.

In order to carry on the analysis consistently, we first identify the knowledge domain to focus on,
which is the set of processes that describe risk management in different European countries. More
in detail, we focus on the processes whose object is the creation or dissemination of information
useful to support the stakeholders involved in risks management.
In a view of describing and formalizing this domain so as to provide a common operational basis
to describe the processes followed by the different countries/regions/cities of the European
Union, we create an Ontology, detailed in Section 4, from which we derive both unique definitions
of domain concepts (vocabulary) and the primary relationships that we combine to describe in a
comprehensive and, above all, comparable way, the key information processes that characterize
risk management.

The comparability of such information processes is a fundamental requirement for our analysis,
because it allows to rank them and underline the critical ones, identifying the corresponding enduser requirements, which can be fulfilled by I-REACT in terms of new functionalities or improved
data quality.

3.2 OPEN DATA AVAILABILITY
Open data is high on Europe’s agenda. Data and public sector information are seen as important
resources for supporting sustainable growth and the development of a knowledge and innovationbased economy. The potential of Open Data as resource for innovative products and services
is well recognized in Europe and internationally. For example, the G8 Open Data Charter was
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adopted in 2013 when it was signed by leaders from the USA, UK, Canada, Japan, France, Germany,
Italy and Russia.
Europe began establishing a legal framework on Open Data more than ten years ago. In 2001
the European Commission passed Regulation (EC) 1049/2001 on public access to European
Parliament, Council and Commission documents. The main objective of this regulation was to
increase transparency and to allow citizens to participate more closely in the decision-making
processes, ultimately creating greater legitimacy and strengthening the principles of democracy.
Two years later Directive 2003/98/EC, commonly known as PSI Directive, set the rules for the re-use
of public sector information throughout the European Union.
A second important initiative in Europe is the INSPIRE Directive. INSPIRE defines the legal framework
for establishing a common spatial data infrastructure for supporting environmental policies in all
European Member States. INSPIRE aims to make spatial information more accessible and
interoperable and defines 34 spatial data themes for environmental applications. INSPIRE
is being transposed into national laws. Each Member State shall adopt measures for the sharing
of spatial data sets and services between its public authorities. The mid-term evaluation of INSPIRE
in 2015 showed that while there has been generally a positive evolution of INSPIRE, several
obstacles still remain, e.g. in the field of accessing and re-using data due to insufficient technical
implementation but also due to lacking of data policies.
An example of an international convention which was transferred into European and subsequently
national law is the Aarhus Convention from 1998. This Convention aims at free access to
environmental information, the participation of the public in decision-making and the access to
justice in environmental matters. Regulation (EC) No 1367/2006 implemented the Aarhus
Convention into European law.
Besides these legal frameworks there are other initiatives and policies in place at European level,
which focus on specific data themes. For example, the Shared Environmental Information System
(SEIS) with the objective to simplify the collection, exchange and use of data required for
implementing environmental policy. Another example comes from Copernicus, the European Earth
observation and monitoring programme. A dedicated regulation within this programme defines that
access to data is free and open to any citizen for public, commercial, scientific or private purposes.
Many organisations of the European Union as well as intergovernmental organisations have also
adopted individual Open Data policies. EUROSTAT, the European Environment Agency (EEA),
the European Space Agency (ESA), the World Bank, and UNEP are only few to be mentioned.
All of these policies allow the exploitation, re-use and re-combination of data for commercial use.
Many European governments have changed their policies regarding re-use of their information not
only to adopt and implement European law but due to the understanding of its the large economic
potential and resource for innovative products and services. Nevertheless, as shown with the
INSPIRE example, differences exist on the level of implementation. While some European countries
have very advanced Open Data policies in place, covering also spatial reference data (e.g. Spain,
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, to name only few), others have less open
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approaches which are sometimes related to a commercial interest in re-selling national reference
data. Nevertheless, it is important to understand that it is usually not only one single institution per
country sharing data. Reference data (road network, cadastre, administrative boundaries, elevation
data, and many other) is usually collected and maintained by national mapping agencies executing
sovereign tasks. Data on the natural environment and natural hazards is usually collected by
national environment agencies. While the environmental data is generally openly shared (due to EU
law as shown above) reference data is often kept protected and is only available under commercial
licenses. Access and use conditions of data vary also strongly from dataset to dataset. As part of
Task 3.3 the I-REACT team will further investigate the availability and access to Open Data required
within the project. This will especially include data from the test areas in Catalonia, Italy, Malta,
Finland and UK but also data from European institutions like the EEA and the JRC and data provided
through international initiatives and projects and shared through the Global Earth Observation
System of Systems (GEOSS).
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4 ONTOLOGY
4.1 GENERAL USE OF ONTOLOGIES
The word ontology originates from philosophy, which deals with the nature of being.1 Computer
science borrows this word from philosophy, which “defines the basic terms and relations comprising
the vocabulary of a topic area as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to define
extensions to the vocabulary’ (Neches et al. 1991)2. Under this approach ontology can be consider
as “A set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that shows their properties and the
relations between them” 3
In 1993, Gruber originally defined the notion of an ontology as an “explicit specification of a
conceptualization”4 In 1997, Borst defined an ontology as a “formal specification of a shared
conceptualization”5. This definition additionally required that the conceptualization should express
a shared view between several parties, a consensus rather than an individual view. In 1998, Studer
et al. 6 merged these two definitions stating that: “An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a
shared conceptualization.”
Ontology deals with questions concerning what entities exist or can be said to exist, and how such
entities can be grouped, related within a hierarchy, and subdivided according to similarities and
differences. It is used to describe the concepts and relationships that are important in a particular
domain, providing a vocabulary for that domain as well as a computerised specification of the
meaning of terms used in the vocabulary; hence, they are used to capture and share knowledge
about some domain of interest. Ontologies range from taxonomies and classifications, database
schemas, to fully axiomatic theories. An ontology together with a set of individual instances of
classes constitutes a knowledge base7.
Ontology is a structure that allows creating a conceptual map organising elements within a domain,
using classes, properties and instances. Any class can contain many subclasses organised on
different levels. An instance is an ‘object’ within the ontology domain, which is described using the
relevant classes and properties. A property is a directed binary relation that specifies class
characteristics; generally, they are attributes of instances and sometimes act as data values or as

1 From the Oxford living Dictionary
2
Neches, R., Fikes, R. E., Finin, T., Gruber, T. R., Senator, T., & Swartout, W. R. (1991). Enabling technology for
knowledge sharing. AI Magazine, 12(3):36--56.
3
From the Oxford living Dictionary
4
T. R. Gruber. A Translation Approach to Portable Ontologies. Knowledge Acquisition, 5(2):199–220, 1993.
5
W. Borst. Construction of Engineering Ontologies. PhD thesis, Institute for Telematica and Information Technology,
University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands, 1997.
6
R. Studer, R. Benjamins, and D. Fensel. Knowledge engineering: Principles and methods. Data & Knowledge
Engineering, 25(1–2):161–198, 1998.
7
Noy, N.F. and McGuinness, D.L. (2001) Ontology Development 101: A Guide to Creating Your First Ontology,
Stanford University, Stanford (CA), USA.
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link to other instances. Properties may possess logical capabilities such as being transitive,
symmetric, inverse and functional. Properties may also have domains and ranges. We use
taxonomies to describe how different classes are related by organising them into groups and/or
hierarchies (according to level of detail). Adopting a standardised description is also important for
systematic connection between the taxonomies to the other parts of the ontology.
In recent years, ontologies have been adopted in many business and scientific communities as a way
to share, reuse and process domain knowledge. Ontologies are now central to many applications
such as scientific knowledge portals, information management and integration systems, electronic
commerce, and semantic web services. From the perspective of Lacy and Gerber8 ontologies are
beneficial in simulation and modelling through the formalisation of semantics, the ability to query
and inference, and the sharing and reuse of developed models.
To revisit the attempts to clarify and formalize a definition of ontology in the domain of applied
science and knowledge engineering is clearly beyond the scope of this report. Regarding the
practical scopes of the I-REACT project, it is interesting to evaluate to refer to the notion of notion
of conceptualization and explicit specification.
The main objective is to define a common conceptualisation of the disaster management processes
and to make them explicit in order to provide a reference that can help to map the information
management processes that will be developed by the project and the other that will require future
implementations. In this terms the ontology is conceived in order to accomplish the following
practical development issue of the I-REACT project:





To formalise and organise all the collected information from the end-users and experts in
the domain of disaster management;
To provide a common representation of the disaster management processes to the ICT
experts and developers that are necessarily experts on the disaster management field;
To provide and consolidate a framework that can be used in the future to describe processes
that will not be considered by the I-REACT project activities;
To define a working tool that will help to check and to validate the final outcomes of the
project when the system will be finalised.

4.2 ONTOLOGIES FOR DISASTER MANAGEMENT
The management of emergencies is an endeavour that is characterised by the involvement from a
multitude of stakeholders, including numerous government agencies, military groups, nongovernment and charitable organisations, private enterprise and community groups. Some
authorities have attempted to integrate government response under a single emergency response
agency, but although this can help to manage the logistics of inter-agency communication, achieving

Lacy, L. and Gerber, W. (2004, December) ‘Potential modelling and simulation applications of the web ontology
language-OWL’, in Proceedings of the 2004 Winter Simulation Conference, Vol. 1, IEEE.
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seamless and productive cooperation remains a problem, particularly for non-governmental
participants. Of the four commonly identified phases of emergency management, the response
phase poses the clearest immediate need for efficient communication between agencies. The
multitude of participants poses challenges when trying to build information technology solutions to
support the management of emergency operations, mainly due to the different roles and
responsibilities of each partners and therefore, the different information sharing processes adopted
by each one of them. Moreover, given the many stakeholders and contexts, there are numerous
ways in which to view a framework for information interoperability in emergency management. In
the literature are reported several attempt to describe such domain according to an ontological
approach.
Liu et al.9 conducted a detailed review of the ontologies in the field of crisis management. They
have identified a set of critical subject areas covering the information concepts dealt with within
crisis management – resources, processes, people, organisations, damage, disasters, infrastructure,
geography, hydrology, meteorology, topography and other. Among these ontologies, originally
designed for these areas of crisis management, very few are formally represented and publicly
available, while most of them describe concepts in a single subject area. The same paper also
indicated the lack of a common vocabulary or description standard.
SoKNOS system (Babitski et al., 2011)10 is a functional prototype for an integrated Emergency
Management system that makes use of ontologies and semantic technologies for various purposes.
The central ontology is a core domain ontology on Emergency Management, which defines the basic
vocabulary of the Emergency Management domain. It is aligned to the foundational ontology
descriptive ontology for linguistic and cognitive engineering (DOLCE) which is a part of the
WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library (Masolo et al., 2003)11. In SoKNOS specialised
ontologies are developed for Resources and Damages, while Deployment Regulations Ontology
defines the relations between the former two. For the definition of system components ontologies
of User Interfaces and Interactions and Ontology for Geo Sensors were developed (Babitski et al.,
2011).
The ENISA report on ‘Gaps in standardisation related to resilience of communication networks’
(ENISA, 2009)12 highlighted the lack of a consistent taxonomy for cyber security that identifies the
role of resilience and defined basic risk and attack taxonomies. The subsequent ENISA report on

Liu, S., Shaw, D. and Brewster, C. (2013) ‘Ontologies for crisis management: a review of state of the art in ontology
design and usability’, Proceedings of the ISCRAM 2013 Conference, 12–15 May 2013.
9

Babitski, G., Bergweiler, S., Grebner, O., Oberle, D., Paulheim, H. and Probst, F. (2011) ‘SoKNOS – using semantic
technologies in disaster management software’ The Semanic Web: Research and Applications, Springer, pp.183–197,
Berlin, Heidelberg.
10

11

Masolo, C., Borgo, S., Gangemi, A., Guarino, N. and Oltramari, A. (2003) WonderWeb Deliverable D18: Ontology
Library (final).
12

ENISA (2009) Gaps in Standardisation Related to Resilience of Communication Networks.
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‘Ontology and taxonomies of resilience’ (Vlacheas et al., 2011)13 addressed this gap by defining an
Ontology of Cyber Resilience based on a taxonomy of resilience, network and security threats at its
core.
Data interoperability solution at stakeholder emergency reaction (DISASTER) project DISASTER
(2014) developed an integrative and modular ontology for establishing a common knowledge
structure between all the first responders involved in an emergency.
ISyCri is a project supported by the French Research Agency (ANR,) that dealt with the topic of
integration of partners in charge of solving a critical situation. This integration was tackled through
the definition of a Mediation Information System (MIS). The MIS supports the interoperability
between the main actors. It is also dedicated to coordinate their activities through a collaborative
process. The definition of the MIS functionalities was built on a common and sharable reference
model of critical situations. Such a model was also an input for automated reasoning to elaborate
and adapt a crisis solving collaborative processes (i.e. an OWL ontology and the related UML model
of crisis scenarios).14
Dealing with interoperability issues, W3C Incubator Group presented emergency information
sharing protocols among the operators and first responders – e.g., Emergency Information
Interoperability Frameworks (EIIF) for crisis management, through which critical requirements and
candidate ontology components are introduced (W3C, 2009)15. European Committee for
Standardisation, with assistance of experts, specified a message structure to record a view of a
situation as seen by a particular observer at a particular time (OASIS, 2009)16. This message structure
in the frame of Disaster and Emergency Management is named the Tactical Situation Object (TSO).
Finally, we can consider that despite that recent effort of the scientific community to improve the
harmonisation in the domain of the disaster management that a standard terminology is not
prevalent and is dependent on the context of use and the user.
The use of different terms and approaches causes confusion in the specification of universally
accepted entities, concepts, rules, relations, and semantics as the basis of a consensual ontology.
The semantics of the creation, maintenance and representation are not clear to the people outside
the organisation. It urges that the semantics of these data understood by all the users involved in
disaster management, so that they could exchange their information under high time pressure.
Neches, who is one of the earliest to talk about the use of ontologies to better allow information

13

Vlacheas, P.T., Stavroulaki, V., Demestichas, P., Cadzowm S., Gorniak, S. and Ikonomou, D. (2011) Ontology and
Taxonomies of Resilience, The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA), Heraklion, Greece.
14

Benaben, F., Hanachi, C., Lauras, M., Couget, P., Chapurlat, V. (2008) A Metamodel and its Ontology to Guide Crisis
Characterization and its Collaborative Management, Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Information
Systems for Crisis Response and Management (ISCRAM 2008), Washington, DC, USA, 189-196.
15
Emergency Information Interoperability Frameworks, W3C Incubator Group Report 6 August 2009,
http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/eiif/XGR-Framework-20090806/
16
OASIS (2009) Disaster and Emergency Management – Shared Situation Awareness [online] http://www.oasis-open.org
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interoperability, has pointed out we could use ontologies to represent domains and make it sharable
(Neches et al. 1991).
The definition of the I-REACT ontology is based on experience and results of the mentioned
references as well as other reference models in related areas, including the GEOSS Architecture
Implementation Pilot, the European Union's INSPIRE Spatial Data Infrastructure and ORCHESTRA
disaster management framework 17(Douglas et al., 2008), and the OGC Reference Model. This
common structure may facilitate comparisons or links with these other communities.

4.3 DATA AND ORGANIZATIONAL ONTOLOGIES
According to the provided definitions, an ontology necessarily entails or embodies some sort of
world view with respect to a given domain The world view is often conceived as a set of concepts
e.g. entities, attributes, processes, their definitions and inter relationships. This is referred to as a
conceptualisation.
Due to the complexity of disaster management, the definition of only one global and all
comprehensive ontology is rather difficult exercise. An all-inclusive ontology can be defined only by
federating a number of ontologies that are specifically designed to describe the different domain
that contribute to characterize the multitude of aspects that are specific of any disaster
management processes and the related processes of the different stakeholders. Regarding this, a
main assumption can be adopted by distinguishing data ontologies from organisational ontologies.
DATA ONTOLOGIES
Data ontologies are those that describe the datasets (e.g., topological datasets, utility datasets,
cadastre datasets and so on) that are needed for disaster management. They are independent from
the domain of disaster management, because all these datasets could be used for other domains,
like, cadastral domain, land-use planning domain, environmental domain and so on. With data
ontologies, one data set can be mapped with another or several datasets can be combined.
In disaster management, we have plenty of data not only from the existing databases but also from
the operational field that need to be processed and combined. For each of these data, I-REACT will
define a specific data ontology describing the content of the data. The first version of the I-REACT
ontology for data management is given in [RD03].
ORGANISATIONAL ONTOLOGIES
Organisational ontologies are those that describe the structure of organisation to map how the
organisation is structured, what are the responsibilities of each user within this organisation, how
the users communicate with each other, how the work is carried out within the organisation, which
user needs what data and so on. Organisational ontologies are dependent on the domain. For
instance, the medical service will get involved in disaster management. Besides that, the medical

17

http://www.eu-orchestra.org/documents.shtml
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service has its own daily task, such as sending an ambulance to do first aid rescue. As another
example, let’s consider the fire brigade. Apart from taking part in disaster management, the fire
brigade will also do their daily work, e.g., giving advice on the storage of dangerous goods. During
disaster management, people from these two organisations together with others have to cooperate
with each other and work as a whole organisation (organisation of disaster management).

4.4 THE I-REACT ONTOLOGY
Considering the scope of the I-REACT project, both types of representation are required in order to
make it easier for ICT developers to understand the domain of the disaster management and to
cooperate with experts and end-users.
The ontology has to be developed in order to describe the information sharing process and the type
of information deriving from advanced devices and ICT tools which can provide more sound
information to support the different phases of any disaster management approach. In other terms,
data ontology aims at integrating different datasets that derive from different types of source and
are characterised by high level of heterogeneity.
Also, it is important to develop an organisational ontology that represent the processes related to
the exploitation of the available information. In order to support the definition of user-requirements
regarding the possibility of exploiting the huge amount of data and information that ICT and new
communication devices will allow to collect in the near future, an organisational ontology has been
defined.
This was developed considering as pivotal idea the role of the stakeholders involved in the disaster
management, which is based on the concept of management process and the related
communication processes.
We define an I-REACT Process, shown in Figure 4-1, as an entity that can be characterised by
considering the logical combination of the following items:








The Objective the scope or the reason why the process has been defined and implemented;
The Decision Making Process: it is the decision-making process, which aims to reach the
scope;
The Communication Process: it specifies the characteristic of the relation and of exchange
of information between an emitter and a receiver (i.e. stakeholders);
The Data Entities: describe the main characteristics of the information exchanged;
The Risk Management Phase: it characterises the disaster management phase;
The Stakeholders: it describes the different type of actors involved in the disaster
management process;
The Type of Risk: it provides a taxonomy of the different risks.
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Figure 4-1 Representation of the attributes that characterise the I-REACT Process

The processes that characterise the disaster management can be many and with different goals. The
main processes that are relevant for the project in this phase are:







Warning: timely and accurate communication among the responders and with the public
community during the preparedness phase;
Alerting: the timely and accurate communication among the responders and with the public
community;
Operational Management: during an emergency all the available resources need to be
coordinated;
Information Sharing: it is a generic process which allows to exchanges of data between
responders and stakeholders. The information exchanges can be implement in several
different ways of open and proprietary protocols, message and file formats;
Data Collection (reporting): it is the process that allow collecting data and information.

Many other processes can be considered, but the selected ones are the most relevant for end-users
because are mainly related with the occurrence of an undesired event and with the management of
the related impacts. The proposed considered definitions are general enough to map many
processes across all the risk management phases.

4.4.1 THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS
A disaster management process continually requires decisions at all levels. It is important to define
which type of decision-making process the I-REACT process is supporting. As reported in Three main
type of decisions can be distinguished:
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Strategic decisions are big choices related to the identification of long-term or overall aims
and interests and the means of achieving them, e.g. the strategic planning for the emergency
organization or the definition of mitigation measures to guarantee a certain level of safety
to exposed citizens. They may be taken by top managers.
Tactical decisions are about how to manage performance to achieve the strategy. What
resources are needed? What is the timescale? They are relating to or constituting actions
carefully planned to gain a specific goal define by the strategic plan. These decisions are
distinctive but within clearer boundaries. They may involve significant resources, have
medium-term implications and may be taken by senior or middle managers.
Operational decisions are more routine and follow known rules. How many?
To what specification? These decisions can be taken by middle or first line managers.

In short, each major strategic decision leads to tactical decisions, which break down into operational
decisions.

4.4.2 THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS
The process of communication begins when the sender wants to transmit an information to the
receiver, and it ends with receiver’s feedback to the sender. The main components of
communication process are emitter, message, channel, receiver, feedback. Thus, it is clear that
communication process is the set of some sequential steps involved in transferring message as well
as feedback. The process requires a sender who transmits message through a channel to the
receiver. Then the receiver decodes the message and sends back some type of signal or feedback.
Considering the scope of the services that I-REACT project aims at developing, the generic
communication process can interpret as the following eight steps:
1. Information creation by the emitter: In the first step, the communicator develops or
conceptualizes an information to be sent. It is also known as the planning stage since in this
stage the communicator plans the subject matter of communication. Typically, during the
different phases of any disaster management process, this task is already defined by standard,
procedures and plans. For instance, the alerting process refers to predefined parameters and
thresholds about the occurrence of a certain hazardous event. Therefore, this phase that can be
defined as definition of the scope for a communication, won’t change due the new capabilities
of ICT’s.
2. Encoding: Encoding means converting or translating the information into a perceivable form
that can be communicated to others. This is mainly the field of application of I-REACT project
because it will develop processes for representing, analysing, and extracting actionable patterns
and trends from data.
3. Selecting the medium: Medium is the channel or means of transmitting the message to the
receiver. Once the sender has encoded his into a message, the next step is to select a suitable
medium for transmitting it to the receiver. The I-REACT will explore how the new ICT devices
can provide new type channels.
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4. Transmission of message: In this step, the emitter actually transmits the message through
chosen medium. In the communication cycle, the tasks of the sender end with the transmission
of the message.
5. Receiving the message by receiver: This stage simply involves the reception of sender’s message
by the receiver. The message can be received in the form of hearing, seeing, feeling and so on.
6. Decoding: Decoding is the receiver’s interpretation of the sender’s message. Here the receiver
converts the message into thoughts and tries to analyse and understand it. Effective
communication can occur only when both the emitter and the receiver assign the same or similar
meanings to the message.
7. Feedback: The final step of communication process is feedback. Feedback means receiver’s
response to sender’s message. It increases the effectiveness of communication. It ensures that
the receiver has correctly understood the message. Feedback is the essence of two-way
communication.

4.4.3 THE DATA ENTITIES
Each communication process exchanges some information, and each information has some
attributes. As shown in Figure 4-2, the ontology considers the information together with its attribute
as a Data Entity. The considered attributes are:




The data type: consider the format of the data;
The source: it is a place or the repository g from which the data are originated or can be
obtained;
The structure: it representation of the data, e.g. a map, a report or a bulletin.

Figure 4-2 Characterisation of the Data Entities
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4.4.4 THE RISK MANAGEMENT PHASES
As introduced in Section 2, the communications between actors can be classified according to the
different phases that characterise the disaster management process. Each aspect of the
communication process as illustrated above, can vary according the specific needs of each phase.





Prevention phase
Preparedness phase (Early Warning)
Response phase
Recovery (Post Disaster) phase

4.4.5 THE STAKEHOLDERS
Many different type of actor can be involved in a disaster management. In the context of this
ontology that aims at characterising the I-REACT processes related to information processes, the
different stockholders can be considered as emitter or receivers, which in turn can be any of the
involved stakeholders, e.g., citizen, civil protection, local authorities, fire brigade, etc.

4.4.6 THE TYPE OF RISK
Each information process can vary according to the type of risk that is considered. The risk is
described as the logic combination of the occurrence of a hazard and the probability that an exposed
element can be vulnerable to a certain level of the hazard impact, as shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3 Representation of the attributes of the risks

4.5 THE END-USER INVESTIGATION
In order to collect the vision and the priorities of end-users and experts about which I-REACT
processes have to developed and integrated, the I-REACT ontology has been converted in a
schematic model. The model, which is illustrated in Figure 4-4, makes a synthesis of all the elements
of the I-REACT process in order to make the knowledge map more intuitive and easy to use.
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This model has been use to investigate the preferences and the needs of end-users. It clearly
represents the communication model related which is linked and in relation with the type of hazard,
the relevant risk management phase, the considered type of operation and the main goal that
process aims at achieving.

Figure 4-4 Visual representation of a generic I-REACT process

5 END-USER REQUIREMENT COLLECTION ACTIVITIES
The end-user requirements collection in I-REACT has been conceived as a participatory process at
each stage, using the I-REACT Ontology as the main working base. All the consortium partners have
contributed at the definition of the requirements collection process, which has been carried out
both remotely - through an online survey (see Section 5.1), and face to face at the International User
Requirements Workshop (see Section 5.2), which involved a large panel of end-users and advisors
(see Section 5.2.1).
Two main topics have been deeply analysed:




the Emergency management processes, as they are currently operated in the several
represented countries, to find opportunities for enhancing the DRM using the I-REACT
solution according to end-users’ needs;
the in-field data collection process using innovative tools aimed at implementing real-time
data collection in the different emergency management phases, also involving citizens. In
consideration of their operational and communication capabilities. Mobile and wearable
devices were the main technologies investigated.
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The following Sections present all end-user requirements activities carried out, providing definition
and outcomes for each one.

5.1 ONLINE SURVEY
5.1.1 DEFINITION
Each I-REACT consortium member has been invited to formulate questions (and reply options) to be
asked to the project stakeholders.
In total 166 questions have been collected on several topics and then re-organized in an online
form, which was sent via email to the end-user’s panel.
The questionnaire (see Annex 7.1) consisted of nine Sections focused on the main I-REACT aspects,
namely: crowdsourcing, social media, hazard and risk management, maps and data, advanced cyber
technologies, communication, and business. The questionnaire has provided preliminary
requirements and a base information on which the following activities have been designed (results
commented in Section 5.1.2). All the invited end-users successfully completed the survey.
The first version of the online form has also worked as a pilot to test the data collection tool. Few
amendments on the questions will be applied to the second version that would be used to carry an
extended survey, addressing a broader end-user community, including the ones involved in relevant
EU projects linked with I-REACT.

5.1.2 OUTCOMES
5.1.2.1 GENERAL
The online questionnaire allowed us to map an early set of requirements and needs. The I-REACT
end-users panel that replied to the form included different profiles, the main one being decision
makers (46%), policy makers (18%), technical experts (18%) in field agents (9%), coming from 11
different organizations in Europe. All the end-users’ organizations have experienced emergencies
from the main hazards addressed by I-REACT, as shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Most frequent events faced by end-users: FLOODS (in blue), FIRE events (in yellow) and EXTREME
WEATHER events (in red)

Concerning the emergency management phases, the panel expressed as major need the
improvement of the Early Warning phase, while clearly indicating also all other phases as target
for improvements.

Asked for evaluating the main I-REACT features, the panel expressed several interesting initial
requirements, as detailed in the following Subsections.

5.1.2.2 CROWDSOURCING
One of the paradigm that I-REACT exploits is crowdsourcing, in particular it is used to enhance the
data collection both in terms quantity and quality of the information that can be gathered.
Crowdsourcing leverages on mobile technologies and aims at collecting geolocalized reports from
the field. This is one of the main features that I-REACT integrates into the current end-users’
processes in order to provide a support to decision makers across the DRM cycle.
The panel showed a positive attitude toward the possibility to receive data from the field using
the crowdsourcing approach, indicating the DRM phases that needs it the most. The result (Figure
5-2) shows that the Early Warning phase, followed by the Response and the Post-disaster, would
benefit more by the introduction of a crowdsourcing approach.
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Figure 5-2 Crowdsourcing need in the DRM phases

An important condition for correctly manage crowdsourced data is to discriminate between reports
sent by different user profiles (i.e. professional responders, volunteers and citizens).
Professionals and volunteers are considered the more important profiles, and their contribution
is strongly rated both for hazard specific measures (such as water level, water speed, water
volume,) and for meteorological measures (such as temperature, wind speed, rain, hail). The
panel appears much more undecided concerning the importance of involving citizens in this kind
of reporting. However, the mean indication is between moderately and slightly important.

Figure 5-3 reports the result for hazard specific measures.

Figure 5-3 Importance of involving different types of users in reporting about hazard specific measures

The validation of the report from the filed can contribute to make the process more reliable.
Even thought it would preferable that the professionals manage the validation process, the
volunteers are indicated as the key validators, being at the same time trained personnel and
trustable sources of information in the field (Figure 5-4). Nevertheless, the involvement of citizens
into the validation process is certainly welcomed as opportunity.
Socio-technical approaches, such as gamification and reputation systems, together with automated
and cross-validation mechanisms, will help to filter and validate the crowd-sensed information
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before getting to the human operators, thus making the crowdsourcing more effective and widely
accepted in the professional community.

Figure 5-4 Expected involvement of different users in the validation of crowdsourced information

According to the end-user’s panel, the reports from the field should contain mainly photos or
video and have to include some text (e.g. tags, keywords, measures, a brief relevant description).
The most important requirement raising from the questionnaire is to have geolocated
information and map based visualization, both on the report (mobile applications) and at the
control centre level.

5.1.2.3 SOCIAL MEDIA
Nowadays, social medias (Twitter, Facebook, instant messaging apps) have reached unprecedented
adoption, growing to billions of users worldwide. They are also widely used during crisis, as reported
by many studies (Wendling 2013, Simon 2015). Indeed, during disasters social media provides access
to relevant and timely information; this statement is becoming more and more a common
understanding also among public authorities and first responders. As expected, the end-users
indicated that the can play a role into the emergency management process.
The importance was rated differently among users (Figure 5-5), with 55 % of responses being “very
important” or “important”.

Figure 5-5 The role of social Medias for the emergency management
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The use of Social Medias was positively considered in all the emergency phases, together with an
automatic algorithm to filter unrelated or not informative content do exists in order to help in
reducing the amount of information to be processed (Figure 5-6). Also, the identification and the
selection of fewer but more accurate information was considered very important (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6 Social Media filtering preferences

Asked to estimate the possible and acceptable effort to dedicate to the manual validation of social
media posts, the end-users mostly indicated an interval from 0 to 10 posts/hour during the
response. The interval grows to 10-60 posts/hour in the post-disaster phase. Remarkably, some endusers indicated that they would be willing to manually validate more than 60 posts/hour in all phases
(Figure 5-7).
These data highlight a certain availability to validate information manually coming from the social
networks, even during the response phase, which requires fast decisions and actions.

Figure 5-7 Estimated validation effort in the different phases

5.1.2.1 ADVANCED CYBER TECHNOLOGIES
The end-users reported to use several advanced technologies among those included in the I-REACT
architecture. For instance, the UAV are running tools for the 60% of end-users, even though with no
real-time communication with the pilots and scarce in-house processing capacities.
The UAV are especially interesting for collecting data on post event damages (90%) and live event
monitoring (70%).
Concerning the Augmented Reality (AR), the end-users are strongly willing to adopt it in order to
make the operators able to display contextual information directly onto their field of view.
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The advantage of this innovation is the possibility to improve effectively the context awareness,
leaving the operators’ hands free to act. In addition, the end-users expect that the AR devices will
improve the operators’ coordination, by displaying the responders’ position directly on their field of
view and geolocated updates.

5.1.2.2 INFORMATIVE NEEDS
The online survey highlighted that the involved end-users primarily adopt and use proprietary data
sources (Figure 5-8). This aspect could represent a critical point for the I-REACT project, due to the
variety of formats, and accessibility restrictions of the data being used, that should be made
interoperable with I-REACT in the framework of Task2.4 “Existing Local EMS Integration”.

Figure 5-8 Current sources of the end-users’ data

Moreover, the end-users adopt geodata provided by external organizations, such as the
Environment Agencies, Ministry of ecology, National and regional agencies, the majority of which
(72%) are available as open data.
The map based visualization is the most important requirement that the panel highlighted,
declaring that it is essential at any level, an in particular in the control room. Also dynamic maps
are a fundamental information to visualize, together with historical data.
Moreover, a multiple layer map-based visualization is indicated as the best way to visualize
information (100% of the sample).
Currently, the most used geo-data are about specific risk maps (100%), topographic maps (64%),
road network (82%) and forest maps (36%). Weather forecasts generated during past emergency
events together with relevant statistics are also considered extremely useful.
Also semi-dynamic data have to be shown on maps, such as the different types of infrastructures,
on which the panel expect a certain level of detail, as the Figure 5-9 shows.
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Figure 5-9 Importance level of the infrastructure to be included in the map-based visualization

Other data indicated as important for the map-based visualization are: what crews are available
(90,9%) or are active in the area of the crisis (98%), the number of people in danger (81,8%) and the
flooded area range (45,5%).
On average, end-users do not need to have access to raw data, but prefer to have access to
elaborated products, e.g., dynamic maps. Among the elaborated data from external sources, the
end-users have different needs on the desired update frequency (Figure 5-10) and on the update
policy (Figure 5-11).
In order to fit better with the different organization’s needs, I-REACT will consider the possibility
to implement on-demand updates both on maps and on forecasts and fire-forecast.
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Figure 5-10 The optimal forecasts
length to support decision making
and actions

Figure 5-11 Update policy of maps and forecasts
in the emergency management

The end-users have been asked to specify in detail the measures and variables that can influence
the operations in the emergency management. Their priorities, reported in Figure 5-12 have been
studied further during the International User Requirement Workshop, as detailed in Section 5.2.

Figure 5-12 Variables and measures useful in the emergency management cycle

It is important to highlight that mobile devices have been very positively evaluated as a good tool
to collect information from the field, both for multimedia content (text, pictures, videos) and for
specific and hazard related measures.

5.2 INTERNATIONAL USER REQUIREMENTS WORKSHOP
The International User Requirement Workshop (IURW) entitled workshop on ‘Increasing Resilience
to Natural hazards through Information and Communication Technology’ was held the 14-15
September 2016 at UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, and it was organized by ISMB, CSI and two
UNESCO offices, i.e., the Section on Earth Sciences and Geo-Hazards Risk Reduction and the Science
Unit, Paris (France) and the UNESCO Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe, Venice
(Italy).
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The two-days workshop has been built upon an interactive framework in which emergency
responders and carefully selected international advisors have interplayed with I-REACT system
developers, and provided substantial feedbacks on how the system should be conceived,
designed and developed in order to better tackle the hazards at stakes (mainly extreme weather
events, floods and wildfires) and how to bridge the existing gap between innovative solutions and
end-users in the field of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR).
The workshop aimed to meet the following objectives:
1. To identify, through interactive methodologies and earlier devised questionnaires, which
operational procedures and processes can be improved during emergency situations
resulting from natural hazards under different scenarios, especially in the case of floods and
fires. In particular, the whole cycle of the Disaster Risk Management triggered by the
hazardous event have been analysed.
2. To set the stage for the dialogue between I-REACT developers and disaster management
professionals in order to gain insights on tailored solutions for the emergency responders
and citizens through a co-design session, aimed at the definition of the information that
should be collected from the field and mobile services and tasks to be used during the entire
emergency cycle.
The workshop has been developed over two days and based on three main Sections (Agenda in the
Annex 7.2).
The first part was introductory, devoted to present the overall concept of I-REACT and to give the
floor to invited emergency responders and stakeholders in order to present their overall operational
structures and critical needs. During the second session, the participants have been invited by the
I-REACT team to engage on a co-design activity through which the information required for having
a better situational assessment will be identified, prioritized, and put together to create the first
definition of the in-field report. This Section will be organized in five working groups and it will
involve all participants. The third part was lengthy devoted to setting in place a detailed evaluation
of the processes foreseen by I-REACT with respect to compliance with the end-user procedures and
improvements opportunities. Invited civil protection authorities and project advisory board
representatives, assisted by the I-REACT partners, were focused on the mapping of operational
procedures and the identification of possible gaps to be covered by the support of I-REACT solutions
in the emergency management cycle. This session was concluded by an open discussion about other
key requirements, and used to raise priorities and concerns. In parallel, a short enquiry on costbenefit applied to the proposed (DRR) I-REACT solutions has been performed.
Further to this, the first Advisory Board Meeting (ABM) of the project has been held in conjunction
with the IURW, where all advisors were fully involved in the workshop sessions. The ABM has
been dedicated to receive recommendations and advices targeted at the definition of the strategy
for a successful project implementation and exploitation with a medium and long term
perspective.
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The outcomes of the IURW have been of high relevance for the definition of the final end-user
requirements, and are detailed in Section 5.3.
The complete methodology and results are explained in detail in the remainder of this Section for
each of the main phases of the workshop.

5.2.1 STAKEHOLDERS COMPOSITION AND PRESENTATION
The I-REACT stakeholder group is formed by the end-user panel and the advisory board. The enduser panel is mainly composed by representatives of public authorities, i.e., civil protections,
technical agencies, public authorities, fire brigades. The advisors are more heterogeneous and they
belong to UN and EU agencies, innovative private companies operating in the risk management
domain, universities, research centres, governmental agencies, or they are world recognized experts
in GIS systems and emergency management. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 show the composition by
institution type for end-users and advisors, respectively.
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Figure 5-13 End-user composition by institution type
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Figure 5-14 Advisory board composition by institution type

The IURW seen the participation of 23 stakeholders (11 end-users and 12 advisors), 29 members
from the I-REACT consortium, totalling 52 persons. As show in Figure 5-15, 10 EU member states
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were represented by at least one institution, with Italy being the most present one with 4
stakeholders. U.S.A was also represented with 4 advisors.
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Figure 5-15 Distribution of the stakeholders’ institution country

After the initial I-REACT presentation, every stakeholder was asked to give a 3 minutes (3 slides)
presentation in a pre-defined format in order to gather the same information for every end-user,
including contacts, role, competences, key figures of the institution, and the five main needs in
relation to the I-REACT project.
The word clouds in Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 present three key information that were requested
to the stakeholders: their expertise, their domains of interest, and the open data and tools used.
The results obtained confirm the heterogeneity of the stakeholders group and the wide
representativeness of the topics tackled by I-REACT. In line with the project focus, the hazards that
have emerged are (riverine) floods, and the ones related to weather extremes, and the expertise
covered all the emergency management cycle. Also the domain of interest covered a broad
spectrum, with the main key words being space assets, climate change, standardization, prevention,
risk, mitigation, security, training, environment and information. The use of maps and of Copernicus
EMS frequently appeared in the tools and open data used.
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Figure 5-16 Word Cloud of stakeholders’ expertise (left) domain of interest (right)

Figure 5-17 Word cloud of stakeholders’ open data and tool used

The stakeholders’ needs are showed per rank (Figure 5-18) and per user profile (Figure 5-19). The
results provide an overview of the expectations and challenges that I-REACT has to address to meet.
Dynamic information is confirmed to be the most relevant requirement, because they provide the
capability to track the risk evolution in the early warning phase and better manage the operations
in the response and post-event phases. Real-time data are especially needed by the end-users
willing to receive them both via mobile app and via social networks.
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Dynamic risk maps
Anticipated early warnings
Syntesis of Social Media Content
Real time reporting via mobile app
Nowcast maps
Mobile/social comunication with citizens
Automatic satellite-based mapping
Integration with EU Systems
Real time visualization of in-situ monitoring sensors
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Figure 5-18 Stakeholders priorities ranking
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Figure 5-19 Stakeholders priorities: experts and end-users

The advisors highlighted the importance to integrate information from different sources such as
satellites and sensors. They seem to consider the mobile app more effective to communicate with
citizens and pointed out the importance to integrate the local solutions with European systems.
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5.2.2 FOCUSING THE PROCESSES: THE GAP ANALYSIS
5.2.2.1 METHODOLOGY
The end-user requirements are composed by many types of different processes that operate at
different times in the various Disaster Risk Management cycle phases.
For this reason, it was incorrect to begin to define a valid process for everyone, but it was necessary
to collect a wider number of different processes in order to:




compare them
assess their importance and level of implementation
understand how they can be improved through methods and tools produced by I-REACT.

To achieve this goal, during the International Users Requirement Workshop in Paris, the end-users
were asked to provide the information required by including them in a predefined structure: the
processes schema. This scheme was created in order to allow end-user to describe the main
processes that characterize their risk management activities, using a common language including
some ' basics ', derived from the Ontology that we described in section 4, which can be combined
to describe their specific processes and their improvement areas.
According with the Ontology, for us a 'process' is generally intended as an action, more or less
complex, which is characterized by:




an objective (goal),
an actor
a way to execute it.

We focused mainly to the processes of creation and communication of data and information to
support the different risk management phases. So, for our analysis, a process is characterized by:





an objective (goal),
an emitter and a receiver
a communication channel
a type of information exchanged

and can be referred to:




one or more hazards
one or more specific risk management phases
one main operation (macro process)

In the following, the processes scheme sections are described.
I SECTION: INTRODUCTION
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The schema has been introduced to the stakeholders, explaining the motivations and expected goals
of the data collection. Moreover, details on the further Section and requested tasks have been
provided (Figure 5-20).

Figure 5-20 Gap Analysis instructions

II SECTION: END-USER INFO
It is the Section dedicated to collect registry information about end-user involved in compiling and
membership organization.

Figure 5-21 End-user info

It is the section in which end users can describe their processes: each line represents one process.
First of all, the processes are described by giving a value to the columns:
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Type of hazard
Risk management phase
Main Operation
Goal
Type of information exchanged and notes about them
Emitter
Channel
Receiver

Subsequently evaluated by the compilers, in terms of:





importance, in the context of the activities carried out by their organization to manage risks
current level of implementation
type of action required to fully implement it
suggestions on how to improve and implement processes

IV SECTION: VALUES
For each column, the compiler can choose a value in a set of predefined instances. The possible
values allowed by the schema (derived from the Ontology), accompanied in some cases by a brief
description, are listed in the section ‘Values’ and detailed below.
Type of Hazard






Flood
Forest Fire
Weather Related
Heat Waves
All

Risk Management phases (definitions included in section 0)





Prevention
Preparedness
Response
Post-disaster

Main Operation


Reporting (data collection): collection of data (not yet elaborated) from internal or external
sources.
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Information sharing: after some internal elaboration, data are transformed in information and
shared with the receivers.
Warning: alerting the receivers.
Operational management: data and information exchange between PA (operational room) and
First Responders in the field.

Main goal










To improve planning
To coordinate
To activate a procedure
To assess a situation
To validate a forecast model
To alert
To improve self-prevention behaviour
To activate operational centres
To activate monitoring

Type of information exchanged
















Awareness information: information to increase people awareness on behaviours to adopt to
deal with the risk.
Climate change map: map of temperature changes in function of time.
Custom Encoded bulletin: encoded according to official procedures.
Damage report: information about affected people, land, infrastructures and assets.
Delineation Map: delineation of the areas impacted by the disaster.
Emergency plan
Forecast Map: a short term forecast about the hazard evolution. It can be present both in the
preparedness and in the response phases.
Grading Map: assessment of the damage grade; include the extent, magnitude or damage
grades specific to each disaster type.
Images and Videos
In-field Report: a report submitted from the field which containing some observable
information (measures, images, video, audio).
Localization of people: Coordinates in order to geolocalized people.
Map: Any kind of map, including base ground map, hazard map, etc.
Nowcast map: a map that displays the current status of a given phenomenon, e.g. flood
delineation, fire extent, etc.
Reference Map: a quick updated knowledge on the territory and assets using data prior to the
disaster.
Risk Map: a map that shows the risk associated with a given hazard.
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Unstructured info: information that does not follow a particular structure, e.g., a Tweet.
Weather info: weather related information like temperature, wind, humidity, rain, etc.

Emitter/Receiver







Details of Emitter/Receiver

PA - Public Authorities: Local authorities, Municipal, Regional and National Civil Protection,
National Health Service.
TS - Technical Services: Environment Agency, Meteorological Office, Technicians, Copernicus
EMS.
FR - First responders: Armed and police forces, Fire and Rescue Service, In-field Responders,
Maritime and Coastguard Agency, Voluntary sector.
U - Utilities providers: Utilities providers.
C – Public: Citizens (single or included in groups).
E – everybody

Channel















FAX
In a Meeting with
MAIL
MOBILE APP
Multichannel (mobile, web, phone, fax)
Paper form
PHONE
RADIO
Satellite
Social Media (twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, Telegram…)
UAV
Video Conference
Wearable devices (smart glasses, bands, ...)
Web site

Importance of this process into the risk management phase




0 - Not Critical
1 - Critical
2 - Very Critical

Realization of the process



1 - Poor
2 - Fare
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3 - Good
4 - Very good
5 - It has to be implemented

Improvements




Better quality of information
Better procedure/coordination
Better Support system (e.g., tools, systems, resources)

The working session dedicated to Gap Analysis, during the IURW, was spitted in two parts: during
the first stage, 15 processes, partially precompiled, were provided (7.3)
End users, supported by an I-REACT’s operator, were asked to fill in the missing information and
the evaluation criteria. The 15 processes precompiled are synthesized in a diagram listed in the
Annex 7.3.
During the second stage, end users, always working in couples with an I-REACT’s operator, were
asked to upload new processes, interesting by their point of view, by adding them into an empty
processes schema and describing them in all parts.

5.2.2.2 GAP ANALYSIS RESULTS
After collecting the contributions from end-users, we proceeded with a quantitative analysis
to assess the processes, both precompiled and added by end-users. Using values obtained in the
'evaluation criteria' Section, we have generated different rankings based on Importance of
processes and Implementation level (Gap of realization). Moreover, in order to take account of
both factors, we considered an Indicator obtained by multiplication. The value of the Indicator is
greater for processes defined as more important and poorly implemented.
PREDEFINED PROCESSES
Below we reported the diagrams obtained by analysing the contributions from end-users about the
15 predefined processes.
The first graph (Figure 5-22) ranks processes, described by the connection of Main operation, Goal
and Type of information. As a result, considering the ranking, the most interesting processes
concern the use of in field reports and tools to localize people to coordinate operational
management. Or Imagine and videos capture to assess emergency events. Moreover, emerges a
good interest for processes concerning the diffusion of awareness information to improve selfprotection behaviours or to alert affected people.
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Figure 5-22 Ranking of processes based on main operation, goal and type of information

The second graph (Figure 5-23) ranks processes, clustered around Main Operations values.
The values of the indicators confirm the great interest of end users for Operation Management
processes, in particular for their improvement (see Gaps of realization).

Figure 5-23 Ranking of processes based on main operations
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The following diagram (Figure 5-24) ranks processes, clustered around Goals values.
The values of the indicators suggest that the most interesting processes are those aimed at
coordinate first responders, during the emergency management operations, and improve selfprevention behaviour for citizens. Both of these two clusters of processes require a relevant effort
to fill the gap of realization.

Figure 5-24 Ranking of processes based on goals

The following two diagrams rank processes, clustered around Emitters and Receivers values.
The first suggests that Utilities providers are critical emitters both for the importance of their
information and for the current lack of tools and/or procedures that deliver them to receivers.
The citizens are a category characterized by lack of information delivery vs risk managers as well.
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Figure 5-25 Processes ranking based on emitters

The second suggests that Technical services are critical collectors of information and that a
consistent effort to fill the gaps of realization of processes that deliver information to them is
required.

Figure 5-26 Processes ranking based on receivers
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The following diagram (Figure 5-27) ranks processes, clustered around Information Type values. It
is absolutely coherent with the figure 4-31. As expected, the main processes are those concerning
collection and broadcast of images and videos, information on localization of people, in field reports
and awareness information. Specifically emerges a lack of realization for processes concerning
images and videos.

Figure 5-27 Processes ranking based on information type

The following diagram (Figure 5-28) ranks processes, clustered around Channel values and is
coherent with the first one as well. It suggests that innovative communication channels are
considered as important: wearable devices, mobile applications, UAV and social media can be useful
to manage information in the most important classes of processes, but are characterized by
consistent gaps of realization because of technological and social issues.
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Figure 5-28 Processes ranking based on channel

Finally, the diagram that ranks processes, clustered around the different types of improvement,
suggests a greater importance for better procedures/coordination, than for better quality form
information or new tools. This can be coherent with organisational issues introduced by new
technologies adoption.
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Figure 5-29 Processes ranking based on improvements

The next two diagrams connect, in the same chart, information on many variables that characterize
our processes. The first says who are the preferential receivers of information, from each emitter,
in every possible goal of the processes taken in account. The main information exchange occurs
between Technical Services toward Public Authorities to assess emergency situations or to activate
specific procedures. The information exchange between First Responders and Public Authorities to
coordinate emergency management is relevant as well.
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Figure 5-30 Emitters and receivers for each goal

The following chart shows which are the favourite information channels for every process.





Mobile applications are suitable to coordinate in field operations.
To assess emergency situation are strongly indicated:
o Social Media, exchanging unstructured information
o UAVs to collect and broadcast images and videos
o Satellite, to collect and broadcast maps
Multichannel, as expected, can be useful in most of possible processes. Wearable devices seem
to be particularly indicated to assess damages, in post emergency phases.
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Figure 5-31 Channel distribution for main operation – goal – type of information

NEW PROCESSES
In the second phase of the analysis we will focus on the 38 new processes that end-users have freely
added and described in the Processes Schema. This part of the analysis will therefore be more
properly consistent with the point of view of end users.
The first graph (Figure 5-32) ranks processes, described by the connection of Main operation, Goal
and Type of information. The extreme importance of images and videos to assess an emergency
situation and tools to localize people is largely confirmed, as the use of awareness information to
assess a situation or improve self-prevention behaviours. New interesting process concern, in order
of indicator:
 the use of in field reports to validate forecast model (in the narrow phase between alerting and
emergency response)
 the use of information from emergency plans to improve the coordination of emergency
response
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Figure 5-32 New processes - Ranking based on main operation, goal and type of information

The second graph (Figure 5-33) ranks processes, clustered around Main Operations values.
The values of the indicators are quite different from those of the first stage: the Reporting Collection
seems to be the most interesting Main Operation (but in this case it should be noted that the
distribution of values is pretty flat, and shows no significant differences).
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Figure 5-33 New processes - Ranking based on main operations

The following diagram (Figure 5-34) ranks processes, clustered around Goals values.
The values of the indicators suggest that, in this case, the (largely) most interesting processes are
those aimed at assess emergency situations. Great efforts to improve them are required too.
Confirmed the importance of processes aimed at alert or improve self-prevention behaviours for
citizens and at coordinate first responders, during the emergency management operations. Both of
these two clusters of processes require a relevant effort to fill the gap of realization.
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Figure 5-34 New processes - Ranking based on goals

The following two diagrams rank processes, clustered around Emitters and Receivers values are
quite different from the first stage as well. The first (Figure 5-35) suggests that the main processes
are characterized by multiple emitters that can contribute to generate useful information. Technical
services and first responders are very important emitters too, as expected. The second (Figure 5-36)
suggests that the main information collector are Public Authorities (coherent with the point of view
of our end users) and Public (the current great challenge for risk managers).
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Figure 5-35 New processes ranking based on emitters

Figure 5-36 New processes ranking based on receivers

The graph that shows the ranking of processes clustered around the Type of Information (Figure
5-37) is consistent with the first phase. Note that awareness is the broadly most important type of
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information (in prevention and alert). Images and videos, field reports and localization of people in
distress remain the information contents on which we must focus our attention.
These considerations are also confirmed by the following chart (Figure 5-38), that shows the
presence and importance of the different Types of Information in relation to goals.

Figure 5-37 New processes - Ranking based on information type
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Figure 5-38 Degree of information- type for goals

The ranking of new processes clustered around communication Channel (Figure 5-39) shows that
the widely most important channel, on which we must focus, are the mobile applications. The
remaining part of the ranking is very similar to the first phase. These considerations are confirmed
by the following graph (Figure 5-40), that shows the distribution of communication Channels with
respect to different goals.
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Figure 5-39 New processes - ranking based on channel

Figure 5-40 News processes - Channel distribution for goals
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The diagram that represents the ranking of the different ways to improve processes shows values
opposed if compared with the first phase: in this case, the most important improvement for
processes is provided by greater support from ICT tools.

Figure 5-41 New Processes - ranking based on improvements

The last diagram of this section confirms that for our end users is important the delivery of
information from citizens to Public Authorities and First Responders and the collection of
information from multiple sources.
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Figure 5-42 News processes - Emitters and receivers for each goal

The results of the Gap Analysis, described above, have been integrated with the valuable
information derived from the fields 'notes' and 'suggestions', filled by end users. Successively they
have been turned into requirements, and introduced in the table, with those arising from the
questionnaires and the activities of the first session of the workshop. The entire set of notes and
suggestions is available in the original file linked in Annex III. To get a graphical qualitative idea of
their content, we report a tag cloud, which represents the frequency of keywords in the two sets.
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Figure 5-43 Word cloud of frequent keywords in notes and suggestions raised in the gap analysis

5.2.2.3 CONCLUSIONS
Beyond the synthetic requirements that we will table successively, we can bring some qualitative
conclusions that emerge from interpretations of previous charts. Firstly, regarding the use of
advanced communication solutions, end-users confirmed their great interest in new technologies
to ensure the transmission of risk management crucial information. Mobile applications, also
included in wearable devices, social media, UAVs are considered highly promising communication
tools, because they allow expanding and diversifying the number of information sources. At the
same time new technologies are perceived as problematic, since they require great effort for
adoption, especially from an organisational point of view. Mobile applications for example, allow
collecting many valuable information, both by citizens and first responders. However, the receivers
are forced to implement some validation mechanism, which can require resources in terms of time
and personnel. In addition, the introduction of new technologies requires a training effort of the
staff. So the adoption of new technologies requires the definition of strategies to limit the number
of them, without renounce to the associated informational advantages. Likewise, despite the fact
that social media are considered indispensable means to raise risk awareness across public and to
gather information during an emergency, end-users widely believe that social media need to be
handled and managed by a specialized team.
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UAVs are considered as very promising technologies, even though end-users consider their
application in a narrow domain and for a limited set of situations.

Concerning the use of satellite images and its valuable use in the different risk cycle phases, endusers pointed out the wish to assess such information in a more promptly way.

Finally, more intense info exchange with citizens is strongly required as well as with Technical
Services. Technical service has a central role in all phases of risk management, but during an
emergency the availability of sound communications and information can improve their
performances.

In conclusion, the outcome of the user’s requirement investigation was double folded: on the one
hand, practitioners indicated the added value and advantages of the proposed ICT technologies; on
the other, end-users pointed out some potential constraints and obstacles to the introduction and
the effective utilization of such technologies into the disaster management activities (e.g. due to
the lack of resources, the need of specific validation processes, investment of resources in training
activities, etc.). In this perspective, end-users were able to indicate the priorities for implementation
but also the weaknesses and the threats that can impair the introduction of innovative technologies
into the disaster management. These issues are not strictly related to technology capabilities or
maturity but they are more closely associated with organizational cultural aspects. In these terms,
the end-users input went beyond the expectations. They provided their wishes in terms of
technology opportunities together with a vision about the criticality to integrate them on their
operational activities and procedures.

5.2.3 CO-DESIGN OF A MOBILE SOLUTION FOR THE DRM
5.2.3.1 METHODOLOGY
In the field of the research innovation, the participatory design is nowadays considered and applied
as part of the strategic planning. The available methodology frameworks allow to set the services
from the early stage and design and specifies solutions in terms of process, systems, information
according to a systemic perspective. Open innovation, user-driven innovation, design thinking,
participatory design refers to a common view where the active engagement of the stakeholders and
users (citizens, customers, professionals, …) is the requirement to develop a situated knowledge of
the domain and propose sustainable and effective solutions. The human centricity in the design
process (Norman & Draper, 1986; Nielsen, 1993; ISO 13407:1999; Abras et al., 2004) aims at
collecting and understanding the users’ needs and context of activities. Each further phase of design
and development will refer to this knowledge base. This principle sets the priority on the
effectiveness and usability of the solution, ensures more sustainable processes, and help to build a
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sense of co-ownership grounding a long-term period end-user engagement. In this direction, the
techniques and tools the Human Centric Approach includes, work to transform the information from
the real world into actionable ideas. The expected outcome is an informative asset referring about
the user needs, goals and expectations about efficient, effective and satisfactory solutions. These
three dimensions represent the core of the User Experience (UX), defined as a set of “perceptions
of the users and results of the use and/or expectation of use of a product, system or service”
(ISO9241-210:2010). The UX in the emergency domain can bring important impacts in the processes
and tasks supported by technology, such as providing information to the population about a
disaster, spreading indications to field operators, collecting reliable data from the field
(participatory sensing and crowdsourcing).
The IURW co-design phase was planned to meet these principles. The participatory activities have
been set to convey stakeholder’s’ expertise and end-users needs onto a twofold goal of the I-REACT
project: to empower emergency operators with real-time information and to engage citizens as
informative resource on the field. Within the I-REACT project, the crowdsourcing is indicated as the
enabling socio-technical paradigm. The crowdsourcing leverages from one side on the wide
willingness people show to participate in processes that benefit the community; and from the other
on technology. It refers to services and applications using mobile phones as sensors and where
participants voluntarily contribute, authorizing the use and exchange of sensor data for their own
benefit and/or the benefit of the community18.
After a brief introduction on the goals of the co-design and working methods, the 55 participants
have been splitted into five groups, predefined so to have both end-users and advisors in each and
- when possible - to have people coming from the same country, to facilitate the exchange on
comparable context and processes (Figure 5-44).

Figure 5-44 Room layout and groups distribution

18

Kanhere, S.S. Participatory Sensing: Crowdsourcing Data from Mobile SmartPhones in Urban Spaces. 12th IEEE
International Conference on Mobile Data Management, 2011.
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Two design questions have driven the co-design planning and activities:



DATA COLLECTION FROM THE FIELD: which information from the field can enhance
the emergency management process?
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION: how the I-REACT mobile app should present and visualize
the most important data to first responders and citizens?

To work on these topics, activities and cooperative design techniques have been set and organized
in three main steps (Figure 5-45), namely 1/data scouting, 2/report sketching, 3/discussion and
consolidation. A time of 1 hour and a half was assigned to each phase.

Figure 5-45 Co-design activities overview

THE DATA SCOUTING
The first activity, “Data scouting”, is aimed at facilitating the elicitation and sharing of the primary
information into the DRM. According to the personal and organizational experience of each
participant, the groups have free listed information both used and expected information as useful
as possible for the control room putting aside, for this phase, concerns on the data collection
procedure (source, accuracy, …). To get this result, the groups have been invited to work on different
ad-hoc designed canvas: the VENN DIAGRAM on HAZARDS (Figure 5-46) has been used as a tool to
collect as much data description as possible, related to the main hazards I-REACT project focuses
on. The free listing (Sinha, 200319; Coxon, 199920) was the technique suggested to produce both

19

Sinha, R. 2003. Beyond cardsorting: Free-listing methods to explore user categorizations. Boxes; Arrows, March.
Retrieved aty: http://boxesandarrows.com/beyond-cardsorting-free-listing-methods-to-explore-user-categorizations/
20
Coxon, A. P. M. 1999. Sorting data. Sage Publications.
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general information applicable to all events (put on centre of the graph) and hazard specific data
were accepted (on the dedicated Sections).

Figure 5-46 – Venn Diagram on hazard related data

In order to move the focus from the hazards to the emergency management phases, the groups
have been invited to reconsider, reorganize and then rate the previously listed information
according to the main operational phases. An ad-hoc DATA TABLE on DRM PHASES (Figure 5-47)
allowed the groups to share and organize priorities, data, format, labels. This output will provide
important design indications for the information architecture and visualization features of the IREACT dashboard. On the tables, the groups have been then asked to designate which information
or group of them would be acceptable if collected by the citizens (yellow post-it on top of the
phases).

Figure 5-47 – Data table on DRM phases
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In each group a moderator and reporter (an I-REACT partners) helped the participants to focus on
the project objectives and scenarios and reported the relevant part of the discussion helpful to
complete the collective result.
THE REPORT SKETCHING
The second important activity of the co-design workshop, consisted in cooperatively “Sketching”, a
mobile solution for the data collection from the field, defining tasks, components, information and
content, in order to provide suggestions for the design and the implementation of the I-REACT
mobile app.
In this phase, the panel of stakeholders have been involved in a conceptual design activity, aimed
at transforming the emerged informative needs and requirements into a conceptual model of the
potential system. Among the user-centred design techniques, the paper wire framing has been
proposed to bring in concrete solutions the high expertise of the participants. Applied in cooperative
environments (co-sketching, as the UX professionals refer to it), this technique allows the groups to
consider alternatives and to integrate ideas and solutions. It is a quick and effective way to keep
the process modular and collaborative, in the making it leads participants ask themselves critical
question about the actions the user needs to take and the information he/she needs to take those
actions. The resulting wireframes are low-fidelity visual representations of what the system should
do, communicate and how will look like to be coherent with reference target (Warfel, 200921).
Each group received a predefined scenario, specifying the main actor, the hazard, the phase and the
task (Figure 5-48), in order to better address their work and cover different possible settings.
Moreover, a mobile device template and some stencils containing the most common user interface
patterns to be cut and pasted, modified, colour and combined on the template have been provided
to each group. Their working template contains a single smartphone (eventually considerable a
tablet) frame to be filled; providing the limit of a single screen was functional to constrain the group
to make a selection of meaningful functionalities and, by drawing it, visually organize them.

21

Warfel, T.Z. (2009). Prototyping. Rosenfeld Media", Brooklyn, N.Y. ISBN: 1-933820-21-7.
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Figure 5-48 Sketching toolkit: graphic interface patterns and zoom on the task scenario components

Figure 4-42 – Co-design activity
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The co-design ended with a collective stage of presentation and discussion aimed at sharing ideas,
proposed solutions, priorities among the project partners and stakeholders (Carrol, 199922). This
part has been important identify some common understanding and the consensus on effective
purposes to bring into design solution. Each group gave the presentation of his concept, receiving
from the whole audience observations, comments and suggestions as well as concerns.

5.2.3.2 OUTCOMES OF THE DATA SCOUTING
As described in Section 5.2.3.1, the “data scouting” phase goal was to collect, define and prioritize
the data from the field (i.e. measures, user generated contents, reports, …) already used and
currently missing, able to support the DRM process. Moreover, a specific focus was given on the
framework of the crowdsourcing and the expected/accepted role of the citizens’ role in the data
collection process. The data scouting provided rich information on typologies of data the
stakeholders would like to be collected from the field and a more precise profiling of professionals
and citizens, as a trustable source of information.
Qualitative techniques allow to identify the range of the semantic domain and hints on the structure
of the information expected from the crowdsourcing, as well as lexicon related issues. The produced
contents are especially relevant since they result from the intra-group negotiation. The content
analysis started with the data cleaning that bring us to a data set free of:




incomplete information (eliminated)
overlapping inputs asking for the same information (merged)
data not collectable from the field (that consist mainly in complex elaborations of data
provided by external agencies or official sources (e.g. meteorological stations).

The dataset has been then encoded. Applying the open coding, each piece of information has been
assigned to not pre-ordered categories, then validated to ensure the internal coherence (in terms
of absence of conflicts). The affinity diagram technique allowed us to better visualize the contents
and the relations among them. It clearly emerged that the collected inputs are not exhaustive, but
represent a prioritized wish list able to address the further implementation.
All the collected inputs are reported in raw format and the early coding in the Annex 0.
CONTENT TYPES
A group of emerging categories resulted from the open coding (Table 5-1) and identify the typology
of data and information that the end-users typically use and expect to use in the DRM. For that
reason, these categories will inspire the further system design.

22

Carroll, J.M. Five Reasons for Scenario-Based Design. Proceedings of the 32nd Hawaii International Conference on
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DAMAGE Physical harm that impairs the value, usefulness, or normal function of
something.23* (e.g. it could be dysfunctions, breakdown, collapsing)
EVENT TYPE The type of the hazard (e.g. extreme weather hazard, fire, flood) object of
the communication/visualization.
HAZARD RELATED Piece of information related to a very specific hazard (e.g. speed of
INFORMATION propagation of the flood peak).
INFRASTRUCTURE The basic physical and organizational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings,
roads, power supplies) needed for the operation of a society or enterprise.*
MEASURE A standard quantity or amount. An indication of the degree, extent, or
quality of something.*
PEOPLE Human beings in general or considered collectively.*
REPORTER A person who reports from the field about and event or a situation.
RESOURCE A stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other assets that can be
drawn on by a person or organization in order to function effectively.*
SAFETY The condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk, or
injury*
Table 5-1 Content types

CONTENT STRUCTURE.
The data analysis highlighted relevant clusters, interconnections and different weights of all the
collected information, that we organized in two main blocks (Figure 5-49).

Figure 5-49 Content structure of data wanted from the field

1. WHO is sending the report - Reporter status > the end-users unanimously need to know
information about the person sending the report. In particular an identifier, which is not
23

- * https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition
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necessarily the identity of the user, but at least the role (e.g. citizen or first responder,
belonging to an organization). Secondly, the health status of the reporter (is he safe?) is
important. Some privacy issues need to be considered to provide this information.
2. WHAT information do you have to transmit - Real-time Data > this is the more consistent
block, including two sub-groups: the data helping in identifying the hazard (e.g. extreme
weather hazard, fire, flood) and data from the field about damages (e.g. building collapsed)
and resources (e.g. nearest safe place). In comparison to the first stage, the analysis showed
some important clarifications:
o The information about the Damages always or often concerns the Infrastructures
o The information about the Resources always concerns the availability of them,
especially in relation to the main goal to fulfil an immediate need.
o All the information must be geo-localized and in real time (or near real time), to be
effective and useful to the underlie objectives, ranging from the evolution monitoring
of an event to the operational indications for the local actors on the field.
The informative needs of the end-users include not only punctual information from the field, but
also ‘Elaborated-data’. They combine raw data, historical maps, risk maps and other data streams,
at a control room operational level.
INFORMATION NEEDS IN THE DRM PHASES
As the online survey anticipated, the phase requiring more data from the field is the Response,
followed by the Preparedness and lastly the Post-disaster (Figure 5-50). In general, the most
requested type of data is hazard related (e.g. ’direction of wind and speed’, ‘water level’) while the
others vary the distribution according to the emergency management phases.
hazard related

Post-disaster

damage infrastructures

Response

resources availability
reporter

Preparedness

safety
0

10

20
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40

50
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70

Figure 5-50 Informative needs per DRM phase

PREPAREDNESS. About half of the requested data are ‘Hazard related’ (yellow), aimed at supporting
the monitoring of a certain area or situation. The ‘Resources’ (green) follow, in terms of availability,
potentially useful in a Response phase. ‘Damages infrastructures’ (red) is the smallest block likely
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because before the hazard event there are not yet recordable damages and breakdowns of
infrastructures.
RESPONSE. The most demanded type of information is again, ‘Hazard related’, needed to monitor
the development of climate phenomena, while the reports of ‘Damages infrastructures’ and
‘Resources’ have equal weights. This confirms primarily the need of contextual information for
supporting the timely coordination of the activities in the emergency phase.
POST-DISASTER. In the post-disaster phase, the request for ‘Hazard related’ data remains
predominant, followed by ‘Damages infrastructures’ which reflects the assessment needs
characterizing this phase while the ‘Resources availability’ group has decreased becoming smaller
even than ‘Reporter’ and ‘Safety’.
The information about the ‘Reporter’ (aimed at identifying the role of the reporter, mainly as first
responder or citizen) even though is always requested, it assumes a notable importance in the
Response phase. This confirms the importance make recognizable the source of information, for
sake of the reliability and trustfulness of the reports.
THE CITIZENS’ ROLE IN THE CROWDSOURCING
Assuming that the First Responder is considered a quality source of information (trustful because of
his training) but not always fully available for the data reporting, after the data scouting activity, the
participants of the workshop were asked to express when and where the contribution from the
citizens could be considered acceptable. The working groups were stimulated to carefully consider
if and when the citizens would play an active and positive role in the DRM, generating data from the
field (through the mobile app). At this stage, the end-users were finally invited to evaluate the
crowdsourcing opportunities and constraints before the implementation in the DSS data flow.
The role of the citizen has been analysed in relation to:
•
•

Phases: Preparedness, Response, Post-disaster
Types of data: hazard-related, damage infrastructures, resources availability, reporter,
safety

Post-disaster
Response
Preparedness
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40
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Figure 5-51 Crowdsourcing evaluation for each DRM phase

The citizens’ contribution (see Figure 5-51, yellow areas) in relation to the emergency phases is
moderately accepted in all the three phases. The willingness to allow an active citizens’ role is
welcomed, but with caution (less than one fourth of the whole specified expected information). The
citizens are already part of the DRM procedures and organization. Possible actions, adequately set,
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from the population can be useful to complement territory monitoring and possibly the first
responders. The crowdsourcing is an opportunity, especially when the need of continuous updates
from the field is highest, like in the Response phase. Nevertheless, it risks to cause an overload due
to need to process the information. A filtering system to sort them, both automatic or manualreview-based, should be evaluated to make the solution more acceptable and compliant with real
context. According to the previous findings, the recognisability of the data source and in particular
about the ‘Reporter’ is considered fundamental to proceed in the direction of integrating
crowdsourced data.
safety
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Figure 5-52 Data acceptable by citizens for each informative need

Relevant
Data

Priority
Data
Citizens
33%

Figure 5-53 Data acceptable by citizens according to priority

Concerning the citizens’ contribution with respect to the types of data, Figure 5-52 shows that the
‘Resources availability’ (e.g. ‘estimate of safe place nearby’) is not adapted to be reported by nontrained people. Considered especially sensitive, this type of information the first responders are
considered the main trustful source. About ‘Hazard related’ (reported by photo or video and text)
the citizens could be a valuable source of information from the field (one fourth of the data) as
sometimes they are on the site before the first responders and most experienced connoisseur of
the places.
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Regarding the data collection on the ‘Damage infrastructures’ data, the citizens’ are accepted in a
small extent, probably in order to not drive them to check risk areas and also for expected lack of
qualitative evaluation capabilities.
In conclusion, the IURW highlight a common opinion that the ‘Citizens’ represent a heterogeneous
group of potential active subjects, Figure 5-55 shows they could be involved in the collection of up
the 33% of relevant data, but since they imply a large variety of behaviours, it would be useful to
engage the more active and trustable of them asking for very simple tasks the large majority of
population could accomplish.

5.2.3.3 SKETCHING OUTCOMES ON THE I-REACT MOBILE APP
In order to precisely address the goal of the design phase and cover the operational variable
identified, every group received a task scenario (Table 5-2). Each scenario produced a sketch, all
listed in the following pictures (Figure 5-54, Figure 5-55, Figure 5-56).

# TASK
SCENARIO

REPORTER

HAZARD

DRM PHASE

GOAL

1.1

Pro

Flood

Post-disaster

To assess a situation (reporting)

1.2

Pro

Extreme Weather
conditions

Post-disaster

To assess a situation (reporting)

2.1

Citizen

Fire

Response

To assess a situation (reporting)

2.2

Citizen

Extreme Weather
conditions

Preparedness

To improve self-preparedness behaviour

3.1

Pro

Extreme Weather
conditions

Response

To manage field operations

3.2

Pro

Flood

Response

To manage field operations

4.1

Pro

Flood

Preparedness

To assess a situation (reporting)

4.2

Pro

Fire

Post-disaster

To assess a situation (reporting)

5.1

Pro

Fire

Preparedness

To assess a situation (reporting)

5.2

Citizen

Flood

Response

To assess a situation (reporting)

Table 5-2 Assigned task scenarios
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Figure 5-54 Preparedness paper mock-up overview

Figure 5-55 Response paper mock-up overview

Figure 5-56 Post-Disaster paper mock-up overview
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TWO-WAY FLOWS AND INVENTORY OF UI ELEMENTS
The empirical collected data was of different types: text, verbal description and sketches.
All the material has been reviewed and coded, included the discussion phase and comments.
The information considered relevant for each scenario has been highlighted. A visual analysis
has been done by studying the commonalities and differences in terms of functionalities, layout and
structure of the screen, labelling. Following the technique proposed by Constantine to gather UI
requirements (Constantine,199924) the sketches analysis started with the inventory of UI items to
which a data or set of data is related. A first distinction emerged based on the existing two-way
flows of information between the app and the I-REACT system: an informative level of data provided
by the system to the mobile user, on the field; and a generative level, identifying the crowdsourcing
features and the information collected from the field and to be routed to the system, as shown in
Table 5-3.
These flows have been identified by a colour and then – on each sketch – identified and coded in
order to visualize the presence, the priority and the content represented in
Figure 5-57.
TWO-WAY DATA FLOWS
DATA FROM SYSTEM
(INFORMATIVE)

Information to be provided to the mobile user, provided by the I-react system

DATA FROM THE FIELD
(CROWDSOURCING)

Information to be collected from the field, mainly from the reporting activity

Table 5-3 Data flows in I-REACT app

24

L. Constantine and L. Lockwood, Software for use. A practical Guide to the Modelsand Methods of Usage-Centered
Design. Addison Wesley, 1999.
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Figure 5-57 Example of UI item listing and layout analysis

The collected data, the patterns and the visual solutions proposed to display relevant information
to the mobile user on the field, are shown in Table 5-4.
UI ITEMS DISPLAYING DATA FROM THE SYSTEM
01

Event type

“fire / flood / extreme weather”
Note: to be visually in evidence (e.g. with
colour)

02

Keyword/ tag

It could be hazard specific or about
infrastructures and resources

03

Rating

Made by a combination of: colours +
labels
It could be about: danger, damage
Note: consider vision impairments when
choosing colours

04

Validated message

Message from an authority or registered
organization; manually input and
broadcast

05

Icon + hazard related warning

06

List, e.g.:
- hazard related info
- time frame

07

Map to show collected
data: for macro and
micro awareness

Layers(e.g.):
- area in danger
- road interruptions
- flood extension with peak point
- population density

08

Pin

-My position
-Critical Infrastructures (damaged) (e.g.
road, solved threat)
-Resources availability (e.g. suppliances,
pumps, warehouse equipment/food)
Note: If combined with colours they can
convey degree (e.g. danger or damage)
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UI ITEMS DISPLAYING DATA FROM THE SYSTEM
09

Tooltip

Recap info coming from a validated report

10

Filter

Time slider: from -2h to +2h

11

Bar colour filter + labels:
Green > yellow > black > orange;
No damage > Slight > Severe > Destroyed

12

Mixed display content

It looks like a small monitor, serving as a
multipurpose display area:
- from system (e.g. validated message)

13

- live recording monitoring while giving
instructions to a drone pilot (e.g. press AO
> Activate drone)

Table 5-4 UI items displaying data from the system

The following Table 5-5, the information, the commands and patterns that the groups indicated
concerning the crowdsourcing tasks, the data collection from the field, via I-REACT mobile app and
to be sent to the system.
UI ITEMS ALLOWING DATA COLLECTION FROM THE FIELD > CROWDSOURCING
14

Safety information
about the Reporter

15

- Safe checklist

Dialogic approach: ‘Am I safe?’ > Yes/No
If ‘No’ > ‘Emergency call button’ appears

16

Emergency Call
button:

Call button for direct communication or
help request.

-112

In some mock-ups the button is directly
accessible, in others it is present in a

-911
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UI ITEMS ALLOWING DATA COLLECTION FROM THE FIELD > CROWDSOURCING
secondary menu (e.g. see above) to avoid
overwhelming calls.
17

Guided procedures

E.g. ‘Actions to be taken’ to be safe in the
scenario:” Citizen during Preparedness of
Extreme weather event to improve selfpreparedness behaviour”.

18

Reporting

a) Format content

Notes: training and
transfer sustainability
issues

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

19

b) Free text input + media attach
1.
2.
3.

20

Input text
Media capture> optional
Send

b) Free text input + media attach
1.
2.
3.

21

Text input
Damage type > keyword
selection
Damage degree> 4 buttons
selection
Picture> optional
Send

Media capture

Input text
Media capture(a-b-c)> optional
Send

-Thumbnail camera preview: press once
to take a picture, keep pressed to record
a video
-Thumbnail gallery
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UI ITEMS ALLOWING DATA COLLECTION FROM THE FIELD > CROWDSOURCING
22

Thumbnail camera preview

23

Hazard related
information

Checkbox options for fast selection and
homogeneity of wording

24

To-do list

-Dialogic approach which guides step by
step the user + checklist

A combination of
actions and media
capture requests

25

26

-Actions list approach

Information about
other First responders

- Organization belonging: fire/ police /red
cross/ other

“Who else is on the
ground?”

- Proximity

27

-Teams
-Proximity

28

Quick share buttons

-Social media: Twitter-Facebook
-CO: ppm carbon oxide
-Other

Table 5-5 UI items allowing data collection from the field > crowdsourcing
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UI ELEMENT RAZIONALIZATION
The listed UI elements have been further elaborated within the two-way flows data levels
(Informative and Crowdsourcing), better detailing the grouping and interdependencies. The data
observation, in fact, shows how many elements come along with regular specific combinations.
Moreover, some variations regarding order and positioning of functional elements are visible, but
the proximity between them is maintained (e.g. next to a ‘text input’ control there is always a ‘media
capture’ button, usually below or side placed).
The visual scan of the mock-ups, independently on the different assigned scenarios, put in evidence
that the ten groups had chosen to apply similar strategies to organize the items in the space,
reflecting shared underlying navigation patterns and a homogeneous/coherent structure of data as
shown in Figure 5-58.

Figure 5-58 Content scheme from mock-up analysis

This scheme complements the outcomes of the data scouting analysis (Section5.2.3.2). In particular,
it is possible now to complete the early family of informative needs about the WHO, that is the
reporter (that sends and receives data on the field) and WHAT data have to be exchanged with the
field. The analysis of the sketches, that are a visual representation of the given tasks as the
stakeholder would like to set it, allow to describe more in detail the expected data from the field.
The so called ‘User Generated Info pack’ (orange block in Figure 5-58 and Table 5-6) specifies which
information are required about the user and about the environmental observation; it also includes
information not necessarily to be displayed to the user but needed to better elaborate information
(e.g. geolocalization).
WHO is the SENDER

WHAT is about the REPORT

Reporter id: identifier code

Infrastructures: damage

Role: first responder (eventually
belonging organization) / citizen

Resources: availability
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Reputation: especially needed to filter Hazard related information:
the data coming from non-professional description, quantitative data, media
citizens, it could give feedback about (picture/video/audio)
reliability
Safety: is the reporter safe?

Other First Responders: belonging
organization and proximity

Geolocalization - Timestamp
Table 5-6 User Generated Info Pack sent from the field to the system

The mobile app, and this is known from the beginning of the data user requirements collections, has
to be able to convey information on the ground. The data to be displayed by the mobile users and
sent by the system are Messages from authority, when possible displayed on a map (in green in the
Figure 5-58).
CONTENT VISUAL ANALYSIS
The proportional distribution and use of the space refer about the priorities the stakeholder assign
to each goal. The visual analysis of the sketches allowed us to produce an overview of the
distribution of informative features (green areas) and crowdsourcing feature (orange areas, Figure
5-59). It is possible to observe that in general the Informative block (in green) is always placed in the
upper part of the screen while the crowdsourcing functionalities (orange) occupy the lower one. A
part from mock-up 2.2 and 4.2 which will be better analysed next, in all the other cases, the part
reserved to information the user has to display occupies a wider portion, from 1/2 up to 3/5 of the
screen, meaning that before taking an action it is important to provide the user with operational
and context information.

Figure 5-59 Overview of the informative vs crowdsourcing features on the sketches

The visual analysis has been also detailed per each DRM phase.
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Figure 5-60 Scanning of sketches on preparedness activities

In the preparedness phase, the Informative/green blocks usually include the ‘Map’ and an
‘Information display area’. The map presents layer and filter controls to explore area and pins.
By tapping on a pin, a tooltip opens a report recap of the selected item. The display area presents
hazard specific information or recommendation (as in the sketches 3.1 and 5.1 in
Figure 5-60). Both of them have complementary functions since the ‘Map’ is to convey geolocalised
information at a micro level, while the ‘Information display area’ is for macro level messages.
When present, in the Crowdsourcing/orange area, the reporting task is let free giving a text input
control with the opportunity to add pictures or video. Social media sharing command is seen as a
direct way to share a report with the citizen (as in the sketch 5.1 in
Figure 5-60). In general, in the Preparedness phase the reporting activity seems to be an eventuality
but not a prior informative need.
Concerning the preparedness phase, one of the groups commented they would prefer a tablet
based app due to the large amount of data to be visualized. A tablet adoption might be acceptable
in this scenario since there are no ongoing emergencies constraining the available space (hands)
and cognitive effort to process a lot of data (time limits) but should anyway be evaluated within the
overall emergency management lifecycle.
The tablet would also be preferable to better visualize and handle with dynamic maps visualizations.
This needs are expressed in the sketch 5.1 (
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Figure 5-60) that presents a column of buttons activating different dynamic layer map (in detail in
the next table).
DYNAMIC LAYER MAP
WD: water depth

AO: activate drone (picture, video)

H: hydrant, water point

HG: hydrant capacity

WT: wood type

LU: land use

MI: meteo info
Table 5-7 Detail of dynamic layer suggestions from mock-up 5.1

Concerning the reporter roles, the sketches on preparedness shows that the citizen’s centred sketch
(see the 2.2 in
Figure 5-60) has the smallest ‘Map’ area and the largest amount of information item meaning that
the primary aim is to present clear information, instead of let the citizen reconstructing and
interpreting the context by exploring the map. In the bottom of the screen there is any
reporting/orange block while a bold ‘Actions to be taken’ list tells the citizen what to do (comment
from participant: “No debate, just do”, “This is what you need to know to be safe”).
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Figure 5-61 Response sketch scan layout

The Response is the only phase where the ‘Rating’ item is always present (sketches # 5.2, 3.2, 2.1 in
Figure 5-61) in upper position as header, evidencing the need of clear and immediate readability
about the level of danger/damage. Concerning the role of the reporters in the crowdsourcing task,
the layout scan analysis shows another peculiarity: the Crowdsourcing/orange dotted blocks are
present only in this phase and in particular they are linked to the citizen’s scenarios. For instance,
the sketches 5.2 and 2.1 (Figure 5-61) the text reporting is optional or unlocked if they have
previously ticked that they are safe. In the Response phase the citizen is not primarily expected to
do the reporting activity, because the priority is to be safe. In this phase, and the app is a mean to
provide context information about shelter locations and messages from authority, avoiding people
to approach dangerous area, moreover the judgement capability of untrained citizen could be
altered by feelings of panic or fear. Regarding this point, a ‘format content report’, asking only
desired information through few options selection, is preferable to a ‘Free text input’ (look at
sketches 5.2 vs 2.1 in Figure 5-61). Another suggestion is to build a ‘Safety’ area layer or spots by
polling the ‘yes/no safety’ data from citizens.
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Concerning the role of the first responders, it is well known that the Response is a hardly demanding
phase, both in terms of physical activities and decision making. The context evaluation and
coordination with other rescue resources on the field, of the same organizations and with other
agencies, is the priority. These operational needs are reflected in the sketches 3.2 (Figure 5-61)
where the focus is on the to-do checklist together with reporting items (‘Information about other
First responders’ and ‘Media capture’ buttons) in the central portion of the screen, totally orange.

Figure 5-62 Post-disaster mock-up scan layout

The Post-Disaster phase provides scenarios centred only on the First responder.
Observing the design solutions sketched by the stakeholders, two approaches appear result,
reflecting two different operational patterns.
1. Map - Report: Aligned with the general distribution above described, more than half of the
screen is dedicated to the Informative/green features, where a map for context awareness
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takes place, while the lower part is for inputting data from the field (sketches 1.1, 1.2 in
Figure 5-62). About the latter, the crowdsourcing/orange blocks, in one case assume a
condensed ‘format content’ (sketch #1.1); here the user can text, choose a keyword from a
list and assign a danger degree between four options, possibly add a picture. In the sketch
#1.2 the report layout clearly asks for three types of input: text comment + picture + other
first responders presence. In both cases the space for text inputting is around 2-3 lines,
therefore it is considered enough for a specific comment coming from a first responder.
2. Guided procedure: in the sketch #4.2 (Figure 5-62), the ‘Map’ is presented in a thumbnail
size, left corner placed, showing the user position and the rest of the screen addresses the
user with a dialogic checklist, reminding a natural language back-and-forth. The actions to
be done are presented in a progressive way, in fact depending on the checked answers some
contents appear instead of others.

5.2.3.1 RECOMMENDATIONS AND ADVICES FROM EXPERTS
The final phase of the co-design, consisting in the presentation of each concept produced by all the
groups and in an open discussion with all the audience, provided a collection of common and
relevant recommendations on the investigated challenges and solutions. In addition to this, the
advisors provided high level recommendations and also specific references and comments, very
useful to set the design and development of the overall system.
GO FOR A MODULAR SOLUTION: I-REACT includes a number of different solutions and features, as
well as scenarios and target. The key to handle with this level of complexity is the modularity and
the replicability, fitting with existent organizations and regulations and avoid ‘one solution fitting
for all’ approach. The integration with the existing system and the choose of the proper standards
are fundamental requirements for succeeding. In order to be as widely applicable as possible, the
open software is suggested, as well as the interoperability with different service providers (i.e. for
cloud services).
BE CONTEXT SENSITIVE: the IURW shows that understanding the context and the priority phases is
important to understand the goals of all the users. During the crucial phases of an emergency
management cycle (in particular the Response) it is necessary to limit the cognitive effort from the
user due to the scarcity of time and stress conditions. Concerning the emergency organizations, the
most part of the needs and expectations focuses on the response phase. Regarding the First
Responder it will be important to provide them a context awareness tool, complementing the field
operations with data coming from the system and vice versa. I-REACT should also provide the
possibility to extend the post-disaster phase duration, so to enable possible actions that require
more time. Assuming the citizen’s perspective is also important to design the chain of the services
and interactions among parties and the touch points. The trustiness is a key to establish an effective
ecosystem.
BE SUSTAINABLE: consider solutions for supporting the data transfer sustainability and limit
slowness and heaviness. The interoperability with the existing mobile platforms is required.
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OK CROWDSOURCE BUT: it is an enhancement but it does not have to represent an overload for
the current processes and operators. The automatism is needed to activate a meaningful filter layer
of the information gathering.
SEARCH FOR THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION: the crowdsourcing, as well as the social media
harvesting and the communication channels pose a challenge of quality of information of the
exchanged contents must be trustable and context-sensitive. The information replies to a need,
especially when related to the emergency: whatever is the user profile (i.e. pro or citizen, manager
or observer), each user has a goal, determined by the situation. The content transmitted or
requested have to be carefully designed. When possible, it preferable to move toward narrow
communications, differentiating the audience and by consequence the languages per different
roles. Adopt labels from the user dictionary to avoid misinterpretation and present short and direct
concise messages. It would be useful to consider a natural language approach towards citizen who
are less technical and engage them with a more informal and conversational tone.
KEEP IT SIMPLE: it will be important avoid unnecessary elements, guarantying the capability to
exchange rich information but in simple way and proper timing. The interface should be simple to
understand. Informative blocks and crowdsourcing features must be well balanced. When asking
for information, especially for a report, ask for few fields (1 to 3) and provide quick options to be
selected with few taps.
BE PURPOSEFUL IN PAGE LAYOUT. As emerged from the scan layout analysis there are spatial
relationships between the items based on their importance. A careful placement of items can help
draw attention to the most important pieces of information and can aid scanning and readability.
Related items with common purpose should be grouped.

5.3 FINAL END-USER REQUIREMENT LIST
The end-users’ survey and gap analysis, plus the co-design session jointly realized by end-users,
advisors, and the I-REACT team, lead to the definition of a comprehensive requirements list, which
is reported in Table 5-8 and where for every requirement (row) it is assigned the following values
(columns):


Type (single value):
o Functional: a functional requirement defines what a system is supposed to be able
to do, it could be a function (described as a set of inputs, the behaviours and the outputs)
or a set of components.

o Non-functional: a non-functional requirement defines how a system is supposed to
be, indicating an overall property of the system as a whole or of a particular aspect and
o


not a specific function.
Performance: it is a requirement that states how well the system is to do what it is to do.
That is, performance is an attribute of function.

Topic (single value):
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o Crowdsourcing: for requirements that describes a particular strategy or feature of
the crowdsourcing approach;
o Data Integration: when the requirement describes how to combine data coming
from different sources and provide users with a unified view of these data;
o General: for requirements addressed to the overall emergency process, or specific
parts of it;
o Information sharing: when the requirement describes how the system should allow
data sharing between users;
o Models: for requirements related to feature of models and engines;
o Operational Management: when the requirement addresses how the system
supports the end-user’s operational capabilities;
o Reporting & Data Collection: for requirements that specify how data are collected
from the field and how they should be made available/accessible. This category
implicitly contains also Crowdsourcing requirements, because a big portion of the
data will be collected using the crowdsourcing approach;
o Risk: when the requirement is specific to the computation of risk;
o Social Media: for requirements related with the use of social medias;
o Visualization: when the requirement describes how a component or information is
visualized;
o Warning/Alerting: for requirements addressing how authorities or decision makers
have to communicate warning and alerts to citizens.
Priority (single value):
o Might: requirements labelled as MIGHT are desirable but not necessary. These will
typically be included if time and resources permit;
o Should: Requirements labeled as Should are important but not necessary for
delivery. While SHOULD requirements can be as important as MUST, they are often
not as time-critical or there may be another way to satisfy the requirement, so that
it can be held back until a future delivery;
o Must: requirements labelled as MUST are critical to the current delivery in order for
it to be a success.
Possible touch points (multiple values):
o Mobile App: is a software application designed to run on mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablet computers;
o Web Based DSS: a web-based information system that supports business or
organizational decision-making activities;
o Chabot: a type of conversational agent implemented as a computer program
designed to simulate an intelligent conversation with one or more human users via
auditory or textual methods;
o Wearable band: band/bracelet incorporating computer and advanced electronic
technologies;
o UAV: commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a human pilot aboard;
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o Smart Glasses: are a wearable computer that adds information to what the wearer
sees. Typically, this is achieved through an optical head-mounted display (OHMD) or
computerized internet-connected glasses with transparent heads-up display (HUD)
or augmented reality (AR) overlay.
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Table 5-8: End-users’ requirement list

ID

Type

1

Functional

2

Topic

Possible Touch
points
Web based DSS,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App

Requirement description

Priority

Operational
Management

Implementation of command and control features (setup a mission, assign to a team, monitor the
progress of the mission)

Might

Functional

Models

Implement nowcast and forecast models for riverine flood

Must

3

Functional

Models

Implement now cast and forecast models for flash flood

Should

4

Functional

Models

Implement nowcast and forecast model for coastal flood

Might

5

Functional

Models

Implement nowcast and forecast models for forest fire

Must

6

Functional

Models

Implement nowcast and forecast models for technological fires

Might

7

Functional

Models

Implement nowcast and forecast models for land fires

Should

8

Functional

Models

Extreme weather event detection for storms

Must

9

Functional

Models

Extreme weather event detection for winds

Must

10 Functional

Models

Extreme weather event detection for temperatures

Should

11 Functional

Models

Extreme weather event detection for snow

Might

12 Not functional General

Improve the current Early Warning systems

Must

13 Not functional General

Improve the decision support systems in the prevention phase

Should

14 Not functional General

Improve the emergency management in the response phase

Should

15 Not functional General
Operational
16 Functional
Management
Operational
17 Functional
Management

Improve the post-disaster phase

Might

Visualization of the logic behind the suggestion

Might

Web based DSS

Present the list of available crews for deploy

Should

Web based DSS
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ID

Type

Topic

Requirement description

18 Functional

Crowdsourcing

19 Functional

Reporting & Data
Allow all users to send real-time geolocalized report with picture
Collection

Must

20 Functional

Visualization

Distinguish the visualization of reports done by professional responders, volunteers, and citizens

Must

21 Functional

Visualization

Allow to filter the visualized reports according to the user group who generated them

Must

22 Functional

Validation

Allow trained volunteers to validate crowdsourced information

Must

23 Functional

Validation

Allow in-field professional responders to validate crowdsourced information

Must

24 Functional

Validation
Reporting & Data
25 Not functional
Collection
Reporting & Data
26 Functional
Collection
Reporting & Data
27 Functional
Collection
28 Functional

Crowdsourcing

33 Functional

Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Visualization

34 Functional

Social media

29 Functional
30 Functional
31 Functional
32 Functional

Project: I-REACT
Grant Agreement No: 700256

Allow citizens to report about the occurrence of an emergency event

Priority

Allow citizens to contribute to the validation of crowdsourced information

Must

Should

Implement a strategy to collect reports also in the early warning phase

Must

Include in the in-filed report both textual information and image

Must

Allow the possibility to include a video in the in-filed report

Should

Possible Touch
points
Mobile App,
Chatbot
Mobile app, Smart
Glasses, Chatbot
Web based DSS,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Web based DSS,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile App

Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses

Implement a reputation scheme to differentiate citizens according to the actions they perform in
the system

Must

Allow professional responders and volunteers to report about meteorological measures

Must

Allow citizen to report about meteorological measures

Might

Allow professional responders and volunteers to report about hazard specific measures

Must

Allow citizen to report about hazard specific measures

Might

Implement a map based visualization

Must

Mobile App, Smart
Glasses, Chatbot
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses, Chatbot
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses, Chatbot
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses, Chatbot
Web based DSS

Visualize social media information in the I-REACT DSS, allowing to filter unrelated content

Must

Web based DSS
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ID

Type

Topic

35 Not functional Social media
36 Functional

Social media

37
38
39
40

Data Integration
Risk
Visualization
Risk

Not functional
Not functional
Functional
Functional

41 Functional

Visualization

42 Not functional Models
43 Not functional Models
44
45
46
47

Not functional
Performance
Performance
Functional

Models
Models
Models
Models

Requirement description
Allow to exploit social media to communicate to citizens about prevention and preparedness
measures
Implement filters of social media information to limit the hourly number of visible items in the
range between (10-100), ordered by relevance
Integrate from end-user’s relevant data for the computation of risks and models
Update the risk map created by the system according to a policy decided by the decision maker
Allow the visualization of historical risk layers on top of the current layer
Include in the risk map the effect of soil erosion in coastal areas
Include in the map visualization the critical infrastructures (transport, health, departments,
schools, etc..), allowing filtering
Consider meteorological variable in the flood forecast, in order to priority (rainfall
rate/accumulated rainfall, snow melt, ...)
Consider meteorological variable in the fire risk that trigger warnings, in order to priority (wind,
temperature, rainfall rate/accumulated rainfall, ...)
Implement weather forecast with a probabilistic approach
Support a lead time from 12 hours up to 48 hours for hazard (floods and fires)
Support a lead time up to 9 days for weather forecast
Allow the decision maker to select when to updated a model or a map
Implement a flood nowcast models that can be used also in case of flash floods, i.e. with
computation time less than 1 hour

Priority
Must
Should

Web based DSS

Must
Must
Should
Might

Web based DSS
Web based DSS

Must

Web based DSS

Must
Must
Must
Must
Must
Must

48 Performance

Models

49 Functional

Models

Implement a way to collect information about people in danger

Should

50 Functional

Models

Implement a fire model able to forecast the fire spread

Should

51 Functional

Models

Visualize the extent of burned area on a map after a fire

Must

52 Functional

Reporting & Data
Allow first responder to report about burned areas
Collection

Must

53 Functional

Visualization

Always specify the scale of interest on maps

Must

54 Functional

Operational
Management

Manage crew’s availability and track their position on a map during a crisis
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Possible Touch
points

Web based DSS

Web based DSS

Might

Should

Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Web based DSS,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Web based DSS
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ID

Type

Topic

Requirement description

Should

Possible Touch
points
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS

Should

Web based DSS

Might

Web based DSS
Web based DSS,
Mobile App

Priority

55 Functional

Visualization

56 Functional

Models

57 Functional

General

58 Functional

Data Integration

59 Functional

Data Integration

Allow the visualization of multiple layers on top of a base map, according to the selection of the
user
Integrate the current static risk maps from end-users and implement the concept of dynamic risk
map
Store and make available data of past emergency events, including maps and weather data
Complement maps and weather forecast generated during past emergency events with event
related statistics (impact related)
Provide raw data about historic events (.shp, .xml)

60 Functional

Visualization

Provide web based or mobile visualization of historic events

Must

61 Performance

Data Integration

Store and allow the visualization of weather data for at least 5 days in the past for the operational
use

Must

Implement interfaces to ingest photos and images from UAV observations

Must

Implement interfaces to ingest and visualize data from the GNSS reflectometer, which is installed
on a UAV

Must

62 Functional
63 Functional
64 Functional
65 Functional
66 Functional

Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection

67 Functional

Models

68
69
70
71
72

Visualization
Visualization
Models
Warning/Alerting
Warning/Alerting

Functional
Functional
Performance
Functional
Functional

Implement interfaces to track and visualize UAV and pilot location in real-time

Should

Should

Integrate data streams from UAVs that can fly beyond the line of sight

Must

The I-REACT wearable band should be both dustproof and waterproof

Should

Implement movement recognition from wearable band and/or smartphone data

Might

Visualize selected contextual information directly into the field of view (smart glasses)
Visualize nearby responder team position directly into the field of view (smart glasses)
Update the flood hazard map and fire risk maps at least daily
Allow decision makers to send warnings and alerts to citizens though the mobile application
Allow the decision maker to generate and send warnings and alerts to citizens though SMS
Allow the decision maker to generate and send warnings and alerts to citizens though social
73 Functional
Warning/Alerting
media
74 Functional
Warning/Alerting Allow decision maker to select a target geographical area when sending warnings and alerts
75 Not functional Models
Provide a documentation to explain the meaning of probabilistic models
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Web based DSS
Web based DSS,
UAV
Web based DSS,
UAV
Web based DSS,
UAV
UAV
Wearable band

Should
Might
Should
Must
Should

Wearable band,
Mobile App
Smart Glasses
Smart Glasses
Web based DSS
Web based DSS
Web based DSS

Should

Web based DSS

Must
Might

Web based DSS
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ID

Type

76 Functional

Topic
Visualization

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

Allow the decision maker (end-user) to select the information that citizens can visualize (risk
maps, hazard maps, reports, etc..)
Insert in the mobile application information about prevention and self-protection behaviours in
case of natural hazard
Allow decision maker to selectively push messages related to prevention and self-protection
behaviours to citizens

Information
Sharing
Information
Functional
Sharing
Information
Functional
Educate citizens about the meaning of hazard, risk, early warnings
Sharing
Reporting & Data
Not functional
Collection
Improve the information collection process
Functional
General
Implement a decision support tool
Improve early warning by providing more frequent updates and by including real-time information
Not functional
in early warning processes
General
Improve the effectiveness of the emergency response phase by providing more and more
Not functional
accurate information
General
Reporting & Data
Functional
In the in-field report provide fields to insert the reported event
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Include in the in-field report the role of the reporter, and an identifier for professional users
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Provide a standard scale to report about infrastructure damages
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Geolocalize each report
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Provide the possibility to manually input the localization of the report
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Provide a standard scale to report about people and their safety conditions
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Provide the timestamp for each report
Collection
Reporting & Data
Functional
Provide the possibility to set an expiration time for each report
Collection
Provide the possibility to customize the report visualization (e.g. chronological, per reporter role,
Functional
Visualization
per area, ...)
Not functional Visualization
Provide meaningful and synthetic data on the received reports

77 Functional
78

Requirement description
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Priority
Must
Must
Should
Should
Must
Must

Possible Touch
points
Wearable band,
Mobile App
Mobile App
Wearable band,
Mobile App
Mobile App

Web based DSS

Must
Must
Must

Mobile App

Must

Web based DSS

Must

Mobile App

Must

Mobile App, Smart
Glasses

Might

Mobile App

Should

Mobile App

Must

Mobile App

Might
Must

Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS,
Mobile App

Might
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ID

Type

Topic

Requirement description

Priority

94 Functional

Visualization

For each event show the received reports in a selectable timeline

95 Functional

Visualization

Provide search features

96 Functional

Validation

Develop mobile applications for info exchange between operational room and first responders
that includes a validation mechanism

Must

97 Not functional

Operational
management

The mobile applications have to be fast and intuitive, allowing first responders to maintain the
focus on their primary tasks

Must

Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
99 Functional
Collection
Reporting & Data
100 Not functional
Collection
Reporting & Data
101 Not functional
Collection
98 Not functional

Must
Should

The mobile application must be able to cope with intermitted or limited connectivity

Should

Implement a strategy to avoid duplicate or not relevant reports

Should

Design the in-field report to be as much comprehensive as possible in order to reduce the total
number of reports required to give a complete situational assessment

Should

Reporting & Data During the emergency management inform decision makers about the presence of vulnerable and
Collection
not self-sufficient people

Might

103 Not functional

Information
Sharing

Must

104 Functional

Warning/Alerting Develop mobile app to receive timely warning and alerts from the control centre.

Implement a strategy to share risk awareness information with citizens

Focus on the quality of the information sent in order to avoid panic by sending clear and concise
messages
Implement mechanisms to get feedback about the correct reception of alert broadcasted toward
Warning/Alerting
citizens
Information
Share hazard and/or risk maps with citizens. The maps should be simplified in comparison to the
sharing
maps provided to professionals.
Information
Allow technical services to share in real-time hazard, risk, and nowcast maps with Public
sharing
Authorities
Reporting & Data
Allow images from UAV to be added as a layer on top of an existing map for impact assessment
Collection

Must

105 Not functional Warning/Alerting

Should

106 Functional

Might

108 Functional
109 Functional
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Mobile App
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses

Support first responders in the use of mobile apps through specific training

102 Functional

107 Functional

Possible Touch
points
Web based DSS,
Mobile App
Web based DSS
Wearable band,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Wearable band,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
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Should

Web based DSS

Web based DSS,
Mobile App

Mobile Apps,
Chatbot
Web sites, Mobile
App

Should

Web based DSS

Might

UAV
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ID

Type

Topic

Requirement description

110 Functional

Reporting & Data Damage reports from in field responders must include the indication of critical infrastructures
Collection
involved

111 Functional

Models

114
115
116
117

Functional
118 Functional
119

Functional

Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing
Data Integration

Functional
121 Functional

Data Integration
Visualization
Information
122
Not Functional Sharing
123
Functional

125
126

To validate forecast models, allow users on the ground to report the presence and the extent of
the event

Validation

120

124

Should

In Mobile reports from citizens a validation mechanism is mandatory in order to use the provided
information for model updates
Reporting & Data Define a preferred structure to get information from social media according to the hazard and the
Functional
Collection
emergency phase (e.g. safety check)
Reporting & Data Implement an automatic filtering algorithm to exclude (or limit) the amount of not related or not
Functional
Collection
informative content fetched by the system from social media
Operational
Use of wearable devices to transmit more technical in-field reports without reducing the
Not Functional
management
operational capability of first responders
Functional
Crowdsourcing
Implement a rating system for the reports, especially for the ones provided by citizens
Should

112 Functional
113

Priority

Functional
Functional
Functional

Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
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Create a 'people safe layer" made from the citizens' report declaring to be safe
Allow mobile application to handle multiple logins, where each login is assigned to one person.
Integrate information about traffic and road conditions coming both from crowdsourcing and
other sources

Might
Must

Include in the map visualization a base layer (Google Maps, or similar provider)
Include sensors readings in the map visualization

Must
Should

Display different information according to the user role and the emergency phase

Should

Might

Possible Touch
points
Wearable band,
Mobile App, Smart
Glasses
Mobile Apps,
Chatbot, Smart
Glasses
Mobile Apps,
Chatbot
Social Media
Web based DSS

Mobile App
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App
Mobile App, Web
based DSS, Chatbot
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Web based DSS

Allow reporting only when the user is safe
Implement a structured report, facilitated by pre-defined sentences and tag, avoiding free text
inputs, especially for citizens' reports

Should

Mobile App,
Chatbot, Smart
Glasses

Should

Mobile App

Implement the report submission using a limited number of steps, e.g., from one up to three

Should

Mobile App

Provide guided procedure in small steps for improving self-protection behaviours

Should

Mobile App
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ID
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

Type

Topic

Functional

Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection
Reporting & Data
Collection

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional

Visualization

Functional
Functional
Functional
Functional
Functional

Project: I-REACT
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Requirement description

Priority

Minimise the number of options in each input based on a pre-defined selection, possible avoiding
scrolling
Should
Allow first responders to report about the presence of other first responders, enabling to tag their
organization
Might
Allow to report about the danger degree with a standardized rating system (colour code with
labels)
Should

Possible Touch
points
Mobile App
Mobile App
Mobile App

Allow to report about the damage degree with a standardized rating system
Define minimum mandatory fields for submitting a report (at least the geolocation plus another
info)
Allow citizen to pinpoint specific problems e.g., dangerous goods, absence of electricity, traffic
blocks, road in bad conditions
Implement a filtering system to enable or disable report categories and decide the sort criteria
according to the user selection

Should

Mobile App

Must

Allow the visualization of shelters and safe spots
On the screen, place most important information and actions in the upper half; secondary actions
in the lower half

Might

Visualize information grouped according to their purpose
Provide an emergency call button: always available for the first responders, but visible only in
secondary menu - or unlocked if in danger conditions - for the citizens.

Should

Mobile App
Mobile App,
Chatbot
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS

Provide a time slider filter to display items and layers on the map
Adopt labels from international standard and provide their description in order to avoid
misunderstandings
Adopt a natural language approach towards citizen who are less technical and engage them with a
more informal and conversational tone
Be purposeful in page layout to prioritize content trough importance-based placement of items,
size assignation and use accent colours
Keep the interface simple and not crowded, show only necessary items, hide optional items in
secondary navigation menu or pages
Implement the UI in a view of minimise the number of interaction, and keep them doable with
one thumb hand, whenever possible

Might

Might
Must

Must

Should

Must

Mobile App
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App,
Chatbot
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS

Should

Mobile App

Should
Might
Must
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ID

Type

144

Functional
145 Functional
146 Functional
147

Functional
148 Functional

Topic
Visualization
Visualization
Visualization
Visualization
Visualization

149

Functional
Visualization
150 Not functional Visualization
151

Functional

Visualization

Project: I-REACT
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Requirement description

Priority

Include in the map the visualization of the population density to evaluate vulnerability
Place the map, if present, in the upper part of the screen
Place the report list in a secondary view
Include in the map visualization the social services (churches, schools, etc.) and resources (e.g.
drinkable water supplies), allowing filtering
Distinguish citizens between locals and tourists

Might
Should
Should

Adopt a colour scheme working also for people with colour-blind deficits
Limited cognitive effort to process information when scanning the screen/s

Should
Must

Display concise messages for fast reading and to limit misinterpretation

Should

Should
Might
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Possible Touch
points
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App
Mobile App
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Web based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
Mobile App, Web
based DSS
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As shown in Table 5-9 and Figure 5-63 we can observe that there are three key topics, namely
“Reporting & Data Collection”, “Visualization”, “Models” that account for the two-third of the total
requirements. The remaining one-third is shared among the other nine. It is interesting to notice
that such top three topics implement together the standard sequence: input (Reporting), processing
(Models) and output (Visualization), while the other details more specific features of the system.
In the “Reporting & Data Collection” the distinction among user types and the standardization of
the data structures are paramount, while for the “Visualization” the map-based selectable layer
approach together with filtering capabilities and personalized views are the most important
requirements. In the “Models” topic dynamic maps are strongly requested, in particular nowcast
and forecast maps. The topic count of the MUST requirements follows the same distribution of the
overall one.
Topic
Reporting & Data Collection
Visualization
Models
General
Information Sharing
Warning/Alerting
Data Integration
Operational Management
Crowdsourcing
Validation
Social media
Risk
Total

Total
42
35
25
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
3
2
151

Table 5-9: Requirements topic distribution

Figure 5-63: Graphical representation of the requirement distribution by topic
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DSS
34%
Smart Glasses
12%

Chatbot
6%
Wearable
3%
Mobile App
43%

UAV
2%

Figure 5-64: Touchpoint distribution of all requirements

We also plot in Figure 5-64, the touchpoint distribution of all requirements, noting that the Mobile
Application is the most important one, followed by the DSS and by the Smart Glasses.
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7 ANNEXES
7.1 ANNEX I: ONLINE SURVEY
The online survey is available at:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1BqktGdh6dSyMpJ3jqhKJqfjI9sMUVU4j8Y9-meTzDe4/prefill

7.2 ANNEX II: IURW AGENDA
Wednesday 14 September - First day
Time

Dur.

Subject

8.30 - 9.00

30’

Registration

9.00 - 9.15

15’

Welcoming speeches:
Division of Ecological and Earth Sciences, Natural Sciences, UNESCO

Participants

All

UNESCO Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe (Venice)
I-REACT Project Coordinator, ISMB
9.15 – 12.30 Session I – Introductory part
9.15 – 10.00

45’

I-REACT Presentation:
Project Coordinator, ISMB

10.00 - 10.45

45’

Stakeholders Introduction (part I)

All

 End-Users & Advisors introduce themselves
(3 slides per 3 minutes each)
10.45 - 11
11.00 – 12.30

15’
1h30’

12.30 - 13.30

1h

Coffee break
Stakeholders Introduction (part II)

All

Lunch Break

13.30 - 18.45 Session II – Co-design of a data collection tool for the disaster management Leader, ISMB
13.30 - 13.45

15’

Explanation of the working sessions:

All

 The participants (end-user + consortium members + advisors) will
be divided into predefined groups
13.45 - 15.15

1h30’

Co-design Part I – Report requirements definition

All

The aim is to elicit the core features to be implemented in the I-REACT
data collection process and the mobile report.
 Each group will be asked to elicit and prioritize needs, best
practices, crucial information
15.15 - 15.30
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Time

Dur.

Subject

Participants

15.30 -17.00

1h30’

Co-design Part II – Ideas sketch up for the data collection

All

The aim is design a tangible report, responding to the priorities raised
during the part I.
 Each group will sketch a template of I-REACT report.
Sketch tools and facilities will be provided.
17.00 - 17.15
17.15 - 18.45

15’
1h30’

Coffee break
Co-design Part III - Discussion and Design Consolidation

All

The aim is collect the consensus on the best ideas and design solutions.
 Each group will present to all their output: starting from the
template, they share the thought and decisions took
 The plenary session will be invited to ask and provide comments
and to decide about the solutions to be implemented.
18.45 - 19.00

15’

Wrap up of the first day, ISMB

All

Welcome cocktail at UNESCO

Thursday 15 September – Second day
Time

Dur.

Subject

8.30 - 9.00

30’

Arrival of participants

9.00 - 9.20

20’

Recap and Introduction to day II, CSI

Participants

All

9.30 - 15.30 Session III – Gap Analysis – Leader CSI
9.30 - 11

1h30’

Gap analysis on operation procedures and processes (part I)

All

The aim is to evaluate the key I-REACT predefined scenarios in
comparison with the current processes.
 Each End-user and Advisor will be invited to fill in an online form
on processes to be enabled by I-REACT, with the support of 1 or 2
project partner.
11 – 11.15
11.15 - 12.30

15’
1h15’

Coffee break
Gap analysis on operation procedures and processes (part II)

All

 Each End-user and Advisor will be invited to identify possible
additional scenarios to complete the gap analysis. Each of them
will be assisted by 1 or 2 I-REACT project partners.
12.30 - 13.30
13.30 - 15.00

1h
1h30’

Lunch Break
Gap analysis on operation procedures and processes (part III)

All

 Open discussion on the Gap analysis to raise key requirements,
priorities and concerns
13.30 - 15.00

1h30’

In parallel: Cost Benefit analysis: Alpha

End-users

 One-to-one enquiry
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15.00 – 15.30

30’

Wrap up of the Gap Analysis: CSI

15.30 – 15.45

Final closure: UNESCO

15.45

End of the End-users Workshop

Time

Dur.

All

Subject

Participants

16.30 – 18.30 Session IV - Advisory Board Meeting
16.30 - 18.30

18.30

2h

First advisory board meeting of the I-REACT project focused on strategic
guidelines for the implementation and exploitation.

I-REACT Project
Board and
Advisory Board
members

Closure

7.3 ANNEX III: TOOL FOR GAP ANALYSIS
The tool used for the gap analysis, and the compiled versions are available at the following links:




Empty form: https://mobsolutions.polito.it/owncloud/index.php/s/XZbK2Jtj3tZKWAp
Completed with pre-defined processes:
https://mobsolutions.polito.it/owncloud/index.php/s/weIPFJFLszpRRav
Complete with new processed:
https://mobsolutions.polito.it/owncloud/index.php/s/Q4U2FkFIVlrKACo
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7.4 ANNEX IV: PREDEFINED PROCESSES ANALYSED IN THE GAP ANALYSIS
The 15 processes precompiled are synthesized in a diagram listed below. The yellow shapes
represent the missing values. The navy blue shapes represent the precompiled values.

Process n.1
The first process concerns the transmission of information toward citizens to increase the risk
awareness and to improve their self-prevention behaviour. It is a very important activity in
preparedness (as well as prevention) phase to increase the resilience levels of a community. In this
case we asked end users to indicate who is the proper emitter of this information and which is the
communication channel that must be used, according to their experiences and domain knowledge.
Finally, we asked them to assess the importance, the level of realization and how to improve this
process (this request is common for all the processes submitted). All hazards are considered.

Figure 7-1 Process 1 – Information sharing, to improve self-prevention behaviour of citizens: who is the proper
emitter and which channel to be used?

Answers from end users
Emitter

Multichannel

Meeting

Social Media

PA - Public Authorities

6

1

FR - First responders

2

1

TS - Technical Services
Sum

8

2

Web site

Sum

1

8
3

1

1

2

2

1

13

Table 7-1 Process 1: results

End users indicated Public Authorities as main emitters. Almost all communication channels are
involved. First Responders and Technical Services are expected to contribute to such process.
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The main communication channel is multichannel (mobile, web, phone, fax, TV, social media ...).
Important remarks from ‘suggestions’: a specific ‘social media press team’ could be useful to
manage awareness-raising campaigns for population. Moreover, these campaigns could be
strengthened by trainings in schools.

Process n.2
The second process concerns again the transmission of information toward citizens to increase their
awareness. However, in this case, it is aimed at alerting the population during the Preparedness or
in Response phase. Even in this case, we asked end users to indicate who is the proper emitter of
this information and which is the communication channel that must be used, according to their
experiences and domain knowledge. The aim is to collect possible technological differences to
implement properly the first two processes, apparently similar. All hazards are involved.

Figure 7-2 Process 2 – Information sharing, to alert citizens: who is the proper emitter and which channel to be
used?

Answers from end users
Emitter

Multichannel

Phone

Radio

Sum

PA - Public Authorities

7

7

TS - Technical Services

3

3

FR - First responders

1

1

1

3

11

1

1

13

Sum

Table 7-2 Process 2: channel by emitter results

The results are quite similar to the process 1.
Remarks from ‘suggestions’: awareness information aimed at alert people are different from selfprevention information. They must be clear, concise without the generation of unjustified panic.
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Process n.3
The third process concerns the transmission of a Climate Change Maps provided by a Technical
Services during the Prevention or the Preparedness phases. This process, included in general Data
Collection activities, can be important to improve the planning. In this case we asked end users to
indicate who is the proper receiver of this information and which is the communication channel that
must be used. Weather related hazards are involved, in this case.

Figure 7-3 Process 3 – To improve planning, broadcasting Climate Change Maps: who is the receiver and which
channel must be used?

Answers from end users
Channel
Web site
Mail
Multichannel
Video Conference
Paper form
Sum

PA - Public
Authorities

E - everybody
1
2
2
1
6

FR - First
responders

TS - Technical
Services

Sum

4
2

4

2

1
1

5
4
2
1
1
13

Table 7-3 Process 3: receiver by channel results

Climate change maps are mostly broadcasted via web site. A meeting is the best way to share them
between Technical Services and Public Authorities, but during an emergency a video conference
seems to be more effective. Web sites are suitable to share maps with citizens, but a simplification
of their content is required in this case. Remarks from suggestions: reliable information and detailed
maps are required at regional scale.
Process n.4
This process is considered very important and challenging: in the Post Disaster phase, we imagine
to transmit some damage reports to Public Authorities, to assess the situation after the end of an
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event. In this case we asked end users to indicate who is the proper emitter of this information and
which is the communication channel that must be used. All hazards are involved.

Figure 7-4 Process 4 – To asses a situation, in post disaster, who must create and transmit damage reports towards
Public Authorities? Which channel that must be used?

Answers from end users
Emitter

Mail

Multichannel

FR - First responders

1

PA - Public Authorities

1

E - everybody

1

Web site
1

Wearable
devices

Mobile app

Paper form

1

Sum
4

1

1

2

1

3
3

TS - Technical Services

2

2

TS, FR and UP (Utilities
Providers)
Sum

1

1

5

3

2

1

1

1

13

Table 7-4 Process 4: channel by emitter results

The main emitters of damage reports are First Responders; the main communication channel, if the
report is emitted ‘from the operation field’ are multichannel and wearable devices. Remarks from
‘suggestions’: in field reports must merge information like damage maps, people involved,
evaluation of services and roads interruptions etc. A validation mechanism has to be implemented
in order to guarantees for fitness, accuracy, and consistency as well as the legal and institutional
endorsement.
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Process n.5
In the Preparedness or the Response phase, this process concerns the transmission of some Forecast
Maps from a Technical Services toward Public Authorities. The goal is the activation of specific
procedures. This is quite sensitive process because typically the outcomes of technical assessment
are supposed to trigger some operational procedures which, for instance, implies the displacement
of large amount of resources or the alert of a vast portion of the population. Therefore, the
uncertainty that may affect the technical evaluation has to be accurately considered and managed
during the implementation of the process. In this case we asked end users to indicate which is the
communication channel that must be used. Weather related hazards are involved.

Figure 7-5 Process 5 – In warning phase, to activate a procedure, which is the right channel to transmit forecast
maps?

Answers from end users
Channel

Sum

Multichannel

8

Mail

3

Phone

1

Video Conference

1

Sum

13
Table 7-5 Process 5: type of channel results

In the warning phase, the multichannel is the main channel indicated. Remarks from ‘suggestions’:
it is important to evaluate the frequency and the scheduling to update the forecast maps and the
related sharing procedure. The maps must include, in a clear way, the description of impacts, their
timing and the territorial extension to support decision-makers e.g. on evacuation and allocation of
the available resources.

Process n.6
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This process concerns the use of UAVs to collect images and videos that can help to assess a critical
or operational situation. In this case we asked end users to indicate for which hazard and in which
risk management phase this process can be useful. Moreover, we asked to indicate who are the
proper emitter and receiver for this information. UAVs are core tools for our project.

Figure 7-6 Process 6 – Images and videos collection from UAVs? Where and when can be it useful?

Answers from end users
Receivers by emitter
Emitters

Receivers
PA - Public
Authorities

FR - First
responders

FR - First responders

4

E - everybody

2

O - Other
U - Utilities providers

2

Sum
1

7
2

1

1

2

1

PA - Public Authorities
Sum

TS - Technical
Services

1
1

7

4

1
2

13

Table 7-6 Process 6: emitters and receivers of UAV information

UAV can be used in each phase of the risk management, especially in the Response and the PostDisaster, to collect images and videos to assess critical situations in real time. First responders are
main emitters, but Technical Services can deliver such support and information as well.
Images and videos are received mainly by Public Authorities, Technical Services or First Responders
in the field. They can provide more details to in-field reports and support operation management
as well.
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UAVs can be used for floods, forest fires, extreme weathers and earthquakes.

Process n.7
The use of advanced mobile apps can improve the coordination of First responders operating in the
field under the coordination of centralized command and control rooms. These advanced tools can
improve the definition of a common operational picture by providing more accurate information
from one side to Responders about the context where there are operating and, from the other side,
to decision-makers to monitor in more accurate way the field operation in order to take decisions
or to guide first responders.
The development of such tools is one of the core activities of the I-REACT project to contribute to
the improvement of the Response phase activity of an emergency. In this case we asked end users
to help us to assess the importance of this process related to different hazards.

Figure 7-7 Process 7 – In operational management, using mobile apps to coordinate in field response, which are the
hazards interested in?

Answers from end users
Hazard
All

5

Flood

5

Forest Fire

2

Sum

12

Table 7-7 Process 7: type of hazard in which mobile apps may be employed
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Mobile apps can be used to collect in-field reports for each hazard. Remarks from ‘suggestions’: this
process is one of the most important between pre-defined processes analysed during the workshop.
In-field reports need to be geolocalized. First responders should receive predefined scenarios on
their mobile tools as support to better follow their procedures and visualise reports from other First
Responders or from the Control Room. They should send photos and videos and to take the
advantage of the technologies and futures called “Speech to Text” (e.g. vocal recognition, dictation
of text, compilation of form, etc.).

Process n.8
In this process we focus on the opportunity for Public Authorities, to receive in field reports to assess
a situation of likely danger (Preparedness) or in the Post Disaster phases. We asked end users to
indicate who is the proper emitter of this information and which channel must be used. In this case
all hazards are involved.

Figure 7-8 Process 8 – As reporting, to asses a situation through in field reports, who is the proper emitter and
which channel must be used?

Answers from end users
Emitter

Multichannel

FR - First responders

3

C - Public

1

Mobile app

Mail
3

Social Media

Web site

1

1

Phone

Sum

1

9

1

TS - Technical Services

2

1

PA - Public Authorities

1

Sum

5

1
1

3

2

1

1

1

13

Table 7-8 Process 8: channels by emitters to reporting on field
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In-field reports can be sent from different kind of emitters: mainly professional responders (First
responders, volunteers, etc.) and citizens. In particular, the professionals are required to collect
specific measurements related to monitor some running events: water level, water speed, water
volume, temperature, wind speed, etc.
The implementation of such process also require the definition of appropriate validation processes,
in particular regarding the information collected from the citizens. The operational implementation
of this process also requires the allocation of resource to implement a specific training program.

Process n.9
The localization of people that can be affected by the occurrence of an hazardous event, is a crucial
information layer in the Preparedness, the Response and the Post Disaster phases. In this case we
asked end users to tell us who can transmit this information to Public Authorities and which is the
right channel. All hazards are involved.

Figure 7-9 Process 9 – Who is the proper emitter of people localization information? Which is the right channel that
must be used?
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Answers from end users
Channel
Emitter

Multichannel

FR - First responders

Phone
1

C - Public

1

Mobile
app

Radio
1

2

TETRA
network
1

Web site

5

1

2

TS - Technical Services

1

PA - Public Authorities

1

U - Utilities providers

1

E - everybody

1
1

Sum

3

1
1

1

O - Other

Sum

1
1

3

2

2

1

1

12

Table 7-9 Process 9: channels by emitters to localize people

Answers from end users
Information on localization of affected people are expected mainly from First Responders through
multichannel. Remarks from suggestions: in prevention and preparedness phases a suitable source
can be official census datasets and cadastres. In the response and post event phases, social media
can usefully integrate them, by providing more accurate information about the geographic
displacement of the people.

Process n.10
The transmission of satellite maps from Technical Services is very important to assess a situation in
every risk management phase. In this case we asked end users to tell us who can be the proper
receiver of this information. In this case we focused on weather related hazards.

Figure 7-10 Process 10 – As reporting, to asses a situation, have to fill out who is the receiver of map from satellite
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Answers from end users
Receiver
PA - Public Authorities

8

FR - First responders

2

TS - Technical Services

1

E - everybody

1

Not applicable

1

Sum

13

Table 7-10 Process 10: receivers of satellite maps

As expected, Public Authorities are indicated as the main receivers of satellite maps to assess critical
situations.

Process n.11
Nownowcastcast maps, a description of present weather conditions and forecast of those
immediately expected, contain information that can be essential to support the assessment of
emergency situations and the related common operational picture in Response phase. In this case
we asked end users to indicate other possible risk management phases in which this information
can be useful and the hazards involved. In addition, we asked to indicate who is the proper receiver
and the channel that must be used.

Figure 7-11 Process 11 – Assessing a situation, using a nowcast map, who is the receiver and which channel must be
used? Which hazard and risk management phases, in addition to Response, are involved?
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Answers from end users
Channel
Receiver

Multichannel

PA - Public Authorities

1

FR - First responders

2

O - Other

1

E - everybody

1

Sum

5

Web site

Mail

3

Mobile app

Tetra
network

Sum

2

6
1

3

1

2
1

3

2

1

1

12

Table 7-11 Process 11: receivers and transmission channels of nowcast maps

Public Authorities (through web sites) and First Responders (through multichannel) are the main
receivers of nowcast maps, mainly in response phase. Anyway they seem to be useful mainly in the
Preparedness and the Post Disaster phases. All hazards seem be involved.

Process n.12
Risk Maps, in addition to Hazard Maps, can effectively integrate an alert message from Public
Authorities in Preparedness phases. In this case we asked end users to indicate the proper receiver,
the transmission channel and the hazards involved.

Figure 7-12 Process 12 – Using a Risk Map to alert, who is the proper receiver, which channel must be used and
which hazards are involved?
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Answers from end users
Channel
Receiver

Multichannel

Web site

Mail

Sum

C - Public

2

3

5

E - everybody

2

1

3

FR - First responders

1

PA - Public Authorities

1

Sum

6

1

2
1

4

1

11

Table 7-12 Process 12: receivers and transmission channels of risk maps from Public Authorities

As expected, citizens are the main receivers. Mainly through multichannel or web sites. All hazards
are involved.

Process n.13
This process concerns the transmission of Risk Maps as well. But in this case the emitters are
Technical Services and the receivers are the Public Authorities and the goal is the activation of
specific procedures in the Preparedness phase. We asked end users to indicate the hazards involved
and the right transmission channel that must be used.

Figure 7-13 Process 13 – To activate a procedure in Public Authorities, which channel must be used to transmit a
Risk Map and which hazards are involved in this process?
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Answers from end users
Channel
Receiver
PA - Public Authorities

Meeting

Multichannel
1

Web site

4

3

FR - First responders
Sum

Mail

Video
Conference
1

Sum

1

10

1
1

4

3

2

1
1

11

Table 7-13 Process 13: receivers and transmission channels of risk maps from Technical Services

The main receivers are Public Authorities, for all Hazards.

Process n.14
This is the only process that we predefined in all parts. It concerns the transmission of unstructured
information from citizens to Public Authorities; it is aimed at support the assessment of a situation,
integrating traditional structured sources with information harvested from social media. This
process seems to be very promising but introduces complex issues (technological and social). In this
case we asked end users to simply evaluate this challenging process. Expressing a measure of
importance and realization, and suggesting the best way to implement or improve it.

Figure 7-14 Process 14 – Evaluate importance and application degree of unstructured info from social media to
asses a situation
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Answers from end users
Realization level
Importance

It has to be
implemented

Poor

1 - Critical

2

0 - Not Critical

1

2 - Very Critical

1

Sum

4

Fare
2

Good

Sum

1

2

7

2

1

4
1

2

3

3

12

Table 7-14 Process 14: importance and implementation level for unstructured information from citizens

The end users confirmed the extreme importance of this process. Talking about the way to improve
it, the main topic concerns the quality of the information collected. Indeed they require
considerable efforts to 'understand' and validate them.
Remarks from suggestions: in addition to unstructured information, it would be also useful to collect
information from some specific services defined by some social media, like for instance the “safety
check” realized by Facebook or “Google Person Finder”. In response to a crisis, government and
non-profit organizations can help people locate each other by spreading the word, using the data,
and disseminating information through social media. These services are activated by the social
media during natural or man-made disasters to quickly determine whether people in the affected
geographical area are safe. In these term they can provide more accurate information about the
emergency situation

Process n.15
The last (predefined) process concerns the transmission of weather information in Prevention,
Preparedness and Response phases, to assess a situation. We asked the end users to indicate the
proper emitter and receiver, as well as the most feasible transmission channel.
most appropriated transmission channel. The focus is on weather related hazards, obviously.
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Figure 7-15 Process 15 – Using weather information to asses a situation, who are the proper emitter/receiver and
the right communication channel?

Answers from end users
Channel
Receiver

Web site

E - everybody

Multichannel
2

MAIL

3

PA - Public Authorities

Social
Media

Video
Conference

2

FR - First responders

1

Sum

5

Sum

1
1

C - Public

Phone

6
1

1

3
2

1
3

2

2
1

1

13

Table 7-15 Process 15: receivers and transmission channels of weather information

The outcomes highlighted that all the end-users consider a technical service as the most suitable
“emitter”. The majority of end-user indicated the option “E-Everybody” as the most appropriate
“receiver”. In reality the interpretation of the results demonstrated that all the different
stakeholders are interested to weather information. Regarding the channel of communication there
is a clear preference of web sites and multichannel solutions.
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7.5 ANNEX IV: DATA SCOUTING LIST AND OPEN CODES
LEGEND
WHITE: ANALYZED IN DATA SCOUTING 4.4.2.
GREY: NOT ANALYZED , not related to infield
data or elaborated data.
VIOLET: ELIMINATED, not clear or not
completed; duplications.

POST-IT TEXT

FINAL LABEL

NA: Not assigned
0= non relevant
1= relevant
2=critical

NA: Not assigned
0= non relevant
1= relevant

HAZARD
Extreme

Fire

NA: Not assigned
0= non relevant
1= relevant

PHASE
Flood

Prepar.

Resp.

CITIZEN
Post.

Prepar.

Resp.

Post.

event type(from list)

hazard related

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

direction of wind and speed

hazard related

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

bank erosion(local landslide)

hazard related

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

floating materials (large wood
debris)

hazard related

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

hazard related

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

1

0

hazard related
hazard related

0
0

0
1

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
1

0
0

0
1

0
0

hazard related

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

hazard related

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

hazard related
hazard related
hazard related
hazard related
hazard related

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1

2
NA
2
0
2

2
NA
1
2
2

1
NA
1
0
1

0
NA
0
0
0

1
NA
1
0
1

0
NA
0
0
0

infrastructure

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

infrastructure

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

infrastructure

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

infrastructure
infrastructure

1
1

1
1

1
1

0
0

2
2

2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

affected location (impact area)

infrastructure

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

report of threatened
infrastructure

infrastructure

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

damages to hydraulic
works(braces, holes, animal
tunnels, nest)

infrastructure

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

flooded area with velocity of
water
water level
where is the fire?
VISUAL IMAGE: time stamp, GIS
reference etc.
extent area covered
water depth, water speed (rising
or falling)
speed of propagation of the
flood peak
water stage and stage
increasing(changing)
observed precipitation
temperature
origin of flood
thermal camera °C, hot point
soil moisture
report of damaged
infrastructure
is power supply being
interrupted
Report of obstacles to access of
the area
building collapsed
structural damage
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HAZARD

PHASE

CITIZEN

POST-IT TEXT

FINAL LABEL

Precise location of person giving
report and movements
(coordinates or text or pictures)

reporter

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

Time/ first report or update
time of report

reporter

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

qualifiers of the person giving
the report

reporter

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

reporter

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

resource

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

resource

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

place where people can
go(public places) -> safe places

resource

1

1

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

estimate of safe place nearby

resource

1

1

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

location of rest centres
evacuation area

resource

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

social services, drinkable water
supplies

resource

1

0

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

are people safe? safety check
trough 112

safety

1

1

1

0

2

2

0

1

1

rescue team (health) status

safety

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

communication

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

communication

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

communication

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

0

2

2

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

0

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

2

2

1

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

2

1

2

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

2

2

1

NA

NA

NA

unique identifier of person
giving report
emergency response equipment
needs
report of public building in the
area that have a role in
emergency management

preparedness campaign, visual,
public
locals call 112
twitter contact for emergencies
only in specific regions
visualization, i.e. EO
census data
impact situation risk
Open data, google maps
map and database of resources:
technical, organisational,
human, public services,
infrastructures
meteo map: 2 week- 3h time
Map History Analysis Time
Trend
elevation map LIDAR data
land use and vulnerability maps
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elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data
elaborated
data

Extreme

Fire

Flood

Prepar.

Resp.

Post.
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POST-IT TEXT
hydrological model-public
meteo data (temperature, wind,
humidity)

FINAL LABEL
elaborated
data
elaborated
data

HAZARD
Extreme

Fire

PHASE
Flood

Prepar.

CITIZEN

Resp.

Post.

Prepar.

Resp.

Post.

0

0

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

2

2

1

NA

NA

NA

chemicals in affected areas(e)

hazard related

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

0

0

0

weather reports and forecast

hazard related

1

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

flow discharge

hazard related

0

0

1

2

2

1

0

1

0

flash flood in cities few hours,
risk(larger area) few days

hazard related

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

what sort of fire?

hazard related

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

other risk in location of fire

hazard related

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

0

0

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

hazard related

1

1

1

2

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

hazard related

0

1

0

2

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

1

0

0

1

2

2

0

1

0

people on the ground: is it dry
or wet?

hazard related

0

0

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

remote sensors (fire detection,
monitoring, EW)

hazard related

0

1

0

1

2

0

NA

NA

NA

more specific data is necessary
(weather) regional

hazard related

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

hazard related

0

0

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

hazard related

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

hazard related

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

infrastructure

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

road conditions, width/highest,
carriage capacity

infrastructure

0

1

0

1

2

1

0

1

0

location of critical infrastructure

infrastructure

1

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

0

infrastructure

1

1

1

2

2

1

NA

NA

NA

organization

1

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

existence of volunteers units

organization

1

1

1

0

1

2

0

0

0

Coordination: roles,
responsibilities, skills

organization

1

1

1

2

2

0

NA

NA

NA

people

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

0

resource

NA

NA

NA

1

2

1

0

0

0

rainfall info for particular
catchments
weather and nowcasting
forecast evolution
historical situations and event
frequency
evolution fire risk (per hour)
impact evolution (in people
affected)

cross border operation, river
levels
rain forecast, location of
rain(radar)
how to move the water, where
can we dump excess
area affected: how it will
develop?

building types and cultural
heritage
post disaster policies

identification of vulnerable
people including tourists
assets(pumps, equip)
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POST-IT TEXT
location of electricity plants,
dangerous goods, traffic
situation, waste nodes(?)
management

FINAL LABEL

HAZARD
Extreme

Fire

PHASE
Flood

Prepar.

Resp.

CITIZEN
Post.

Prepar.

Resp.

Post.

resource

NA

NA

NA

1

1

1

0

0

0

safety

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

_

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

previous aware of risk from
population

communication

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

resilient educated population

communication

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

2

2

0

1

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

hazard related

1

1

1

2

2

2

0

0

0

hazard related
hazard related
hazard related

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
2
NA

2
2
NA

1
1
NA

0
0
NA

1
1
NA

0
0
NA

hazard related

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

0

1

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

hazard related

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

hazard related

1

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

hazard related
hazard related
hazard related

1
1
NA

0
0
NA

0
0
NA

NA
NA
0

NA
NA
2

NA
NA
1

NA
NA
0

NA
NA
1

NA
NA
0

hazard related

1

1

0

1

1

2

0

0

0

hazard related

1

0

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

not clear

1

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

not clear
not clear

1
1

1
0

1
0

2
0

0
2

2
2

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

estimate of how many people
are threatened and how many
are in danger
availability is paramount., legal
is secondary

people/infrastructure
vulnerable
perimeter
sensitive infrastructure issues
vulnerability of infrastructure,
e.g. bridges, road, routes,
telecommunications
historical data
mud slide maps geology and
historic
avalanche maps, geology and
historic
map presentation depends on
hazard
type of factory, risk level?
vegetation moisture
real time
coastal flooding: can we set
maritime data?
wind direction, strength, and
local weather data
how fast the water is it rising?
temperature heat and cold (by
region)
tornados
hailstorm
smoke in your area?
wind direction, wind speed,
temperature (always available)
cumulated rainfall
talk in probabilities team
"percentiles"
vulnerability
trends by survivors
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infrastructure
damage
infrastructure
damage
infrastructure
damage
infrastructure
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data
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data
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POST-IT TEXT
remote sensing data hyper
analysis
logistic
budget
people: how to evaluate where
are them?
citizen location
input from people on the
ground
Report of people who are
moving
available sources of water
competencies from different
agencies: water supply, gas,
electricity
loss of power and
communication
water sources
health implications
contamination issues
existing app check-in

FINAL LABEL

HAZARD
Extreme

Fire

PHASE
Flood

Prepar.

Resp.

CITIZEN
Post.

Prepar.

Resp.

Post.

not clear

1

1

1

2

2

1

NA

NA

NA

organization
organization

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
2

1
1

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

people

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

people

1

1

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

reporter

0

0

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

reporter

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

resource

0

1

0

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

resource

1

0

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

resource

1

1

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

resource
safety
safety

0
0
0

1
1
1

0
1
1

1
1
1

2
2
2

1
2
2

0
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

safety

1

1

1

0

2

2

NA

NA

NA

Table 7-10 Raw input of the data scouting
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